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Treatment part
pf health care
dilemma may
be solved for
Hazel resident
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — For the past year, Noble On has
been faced with a health care dilemma; one that could
have meant life or death to the 84-year-old General
Motors retiree.
On needs dialysis three times a week and had been
traveling to Fresenius Medical Care center in Murray
for his treatments. The 20 percent of his bill not paid
by Medicare was paid by UnitedHealthcare, his insurance company through a contract with his former
employer. But that was before UnitedHealthcare
advised him to travel 460-plus miles roundtrip to
Louisville three times per week for treatment at an innetwork provider in Louisville or face paying higher
out-of-network costs if he continued to go to
Fresenius.
Such a suggestion left On despairing as to what to
do. He said Wednesday that though he might have
risked death without regular treatment, he had no
money to pay the extra costs and might have been
forced to abandon treatment.
"If push come to shove Id have just said forget the
dialysis. They tell me you are not supposed to quit,
but I think it would be ridiculous to ask me to go to
Louisville when there is one right here within six
miles of my home," he said. "I would say it would
take at least three or four hours to get there, then go
on dialysis a matter of about four hours and then
another three hours or so back to get home. Fm 84
and my wife (Reba) is 80. We just couldn't do that
thine times a week."
Luckily, Orr's situation has changed. As of Jan. I,
he is no longer insured by UnitedHealthcare. He said
General Motors has dropped the company's contract
and has renewed a contract with Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield to provide insurance coverage for retirees
in 2008. As far as On knows, his new policy is covering the costs.
However Fresenius Medical Care has recently sek.
bills charged in 2007 to On that UnitedHealthcare has
refused to pay in whole or in part.
"(Fresenius) had been sending the bill to the insurance company, but now they're sending them to us,"
he said, holding a bill for almost $9,000 in his hand
that he says he cannot pay. "The problem is with
UnitedHealthcare. They're not wanting to pay it."
Attempts to contact UnitedHealthcare officials for
comment concerning Orr's situation were not successful.
On said he has no idea what the difference in costs
were for treatment at Fresenius in Murray and the
UnitedHealthcare provider in Louisville, but the difference shouldn't require elderly and ill patients to
travel halfway across the state for treatment.
Fresenius officials told the Murray Ledger & limes
that Orr's new insurance policy is covering the costs
and he will continue to receive life-saving treatment
close to home.
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Transient
businesses
aim of city
ordinance
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
An ordinance stating that
transient businesses, defined by
the Murray planning commission as being tents, trailers,
roadside stands or parked vehicles not attached by a permanent foundation, relocate after
being in one location for 90
days passed on second reading
during
Thursday
night's
Murray city council meeting.
Councilman Pat Scott was the
only council member to vote
against the ordinance.
According to the amended
ordinance, transient businesses
will have to move a minimum
of 1,000 feet from their original
location every 90 days.
In other business the council:
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
*heard from public works
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., son of slain Sen. Robert F. Kennedy Sr. and nephew to slain President John F. committee chairman, Robert
Kennedy and Sen. Ted Kennedy, spoke to reporters Thursday afternoon while at Murray State University
Billington, Jr., who said the
public works committee had
for the Presidential Lecture Series.
unanimously accepted a bid
from Geotivity, Inc. to engage
in a 30-day flow monitoring of
East Fork Clarks River interceptor sewer. The company
will monitor the flow of sewer
into the plant and make any recommendations to the city for
equipment upgrade or replacement.
By ERIC WALKER
sought to enact tougher ones. However, car makers in
The committee also acceptEditor
Detroit filed suit and, according to Kennedy, the Bush
ed a bid from Willem*
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. insists environmentalism isn't Administration has backed the auto industry.
Construction in Paducah --to
about birds and fish and trees, but about a bigger picture
But Kennedy, who had previously spoken at MSU in
replace the culvert on Kentucky
that hinges itself on the greatness of America's past and 1991 regarding Riverkeepers, said the lack of criticism
Avenue. The bid was accepted
stems from an unresponsive press that is more dictated by
the promise of its future.
at
$64, 714 and will be paid for
A strong environmental and political activist and money than the pursuit of truth.
through grant money. The projauthor, Kennedy delivered his message to a full Lovett
"We're the best entertained and least informed people
ect will take 22-25 days to comAuditorium last night as part of Murray State University's on the face of the Earth," he said of large news corporaplete.
Presidential Lecture Series. The speech also came during tions.
*unanimously accepted an
the university's Engagement Conference based on conKennedy, the author of several books including
necting the college campus and community stewardship. "Crimes Against Nature" which covers alleged misdoings ordinance to amend the Zoning
Code as it relates to the defini*We're not protecting for the sake of fish and the birds, by the Bush Administration, also touched on two issues
tion of zoning districts, sign
but for our own sake," he said. "It's the source of our val- related to Kentucky — mountaintop removal for the
regulations and the Board of
ues and our virtues."
mining industry and nuclear- power.
Zoning Adjustments.
The son of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and
He had recently witnessed the devastation done to
*heard from Lindsey Gelb;
nephew to slain President John F. Kennedy and areas of the Appalachian Mountains where mountaintops
the director of the Murral 7:Massachusetts Sen. Ted Kennedy, Kennedy, Jr. described were flatted, he said, to an area the size of Delaware that
Tourism Commission, who
his career as a proponent of environmental issues through offered no relief to the economic hardships faced in those
stated that prior to her April
his legal work for groups such as Riverkeepers in the regions of eastern Kentucky and West Virginia.
‘2007 hire as the director, the
Meanwhile Thursday. Paducah Sen. Bob Leeper proU.S., Australia and Asia while also delivering a scathing
Convention
and
Visitors
account of the Bush Administration's handling of envi- posed lifting state requirements for nuclear waste faciliBureau board approved in
ties in hopes of attracting nuclear power plants to the
ronmental matters.
March 2007 to donate $20,000
Noting rollbacks of laws to protect the environment to Commonwealth.
to the
William
Cherry
Though nuclear power is touted as a clean energy
appointing former lobbyists with large corporate polExposition Center on Murray
luters to environmental government posts, he called the source compared to oil or coal, safety concerns seem to
State's campus. The money
past seven years of the Bush administration "the worst trump any proposed positives. Kennedy said those shoirld
was to be used to purchase new
environmental administration in the history of America." be weighed by the people of Kentucky.
chairs, tables and racks to hold
"I'd urge them to look at all the environmental and
Amidst applause. Kennedy said it was not a partisan
the chairs. Geib said she was
attack on the Bush government. "It's not a partisan attack safety issues," he said during a press conference earlier in
not aware of the board's decito tell the truth if they're doing something bad. We all the day. "I'm all for nuclear energy if it's safe and ecosion until the director of the
nomical, which it's not."
should be criticizing them."
Expo center contacted her last
Kennedy said the mere fact federal legislation caps
One example was recent legislation enacted in
week and said the equipment
California by his relative by marriage, Republican Gov. liability on nuclear facilities shows safety concerns.
had been purchased and they
"There's a reason insurance companies won't insure"
Arnold Schwarzeneggcr, regarding car cmissions. In that,
needed the money.
California lawmakers decided federal regulations weren!t
strict enough to deal with clean air issues so California ji

Kennedy's environmentalism
paints bigger picture for U.S.
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Beshear, Democratic leaders try to garner support for casinos

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Hazel resident Noble Orr holds a copy of a bill for
about $9,000 that UnitedHealthcare, his former
Insurer, has refused to pay in whole or in part
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear says he is
working with Democratic leaders in
the House to gamer support for a
beleaguered proposal that could
allow casinos to open across
Kentucky.
The measure, calling for a constitutional amendment that would
legalize up to nine casinos, is proving to be a tough sale in a BibleBelt state where similar efforts have
tailed in the past.
Beshear and House Speaker

Jody Richards acknowledged
Thursday that they don't yet have
enough support to pass the measure
through the Democratic-controlled
House, where it needs 60 of 100
votes before it can be sent to the
Senate for consideration.
"We're now going to be going
out and working the House to try to
line up the votes necessary to move
this legislation along," Beshear
said.
Democratic lawmakers revived
the legislation on Wednesday by
voting it out of a House committee.
the first step in the legislative
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process. The state's powerful horse
industry had opposed the measure
because it doesn't guarantee that
any of the casinos would be tied to
race tracks.
Beshear offered assurances on
Thursday that enabling legislation,
which would specify locations for
casinos, would require that some go
to race tracks to generate revenue
for the horse industry.
"Any enabling legislation that
we work on that does not give protections to the horse industry. I'm
going to ,veto," he said.
* Richards said he and other

TICKETS
tallflIN
ver.Mir

Democratic leaders have committed
to help Beshear get the measure
through the House. Though it doesn't now have enough votes to pass,
Richards said he believes enough
other lawmakers can be persuaded
to win approval.
Beshear had made legalizing
casinos a centerpiece of his election
campaign last year. And since the
legislative session began in early
January, he has been pushing lawmakers to approve the proposal that
would lift the constitutional ban on
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le The Murray State
...University Board of Regents
;will meet today at 1:30 p.m.
in the Jesse Stuart Room in
. Pogue Library. Items on the
'agenda include personnel
changes. which include discussion in areas like staff
leaves of absence and
leaves of absence without
pay.
• The Murray Calloway
County Hospital board of
trustees will meet in executive session Monday at 7
a.m. in the hospital board
room to discuss an action
item.
- II The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Finance
Committee will meet Monday
at 8 a.m. in the board room.
Items on the agenda include
a review of January financials. a construction update
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and the rental revenue and
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State
Murray
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Kentucky lawmakers consider easing
requirements for nuclear power plants
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Doctors' S.S. numbers went on Web
WAUSAU, Wis.(AP) — A health insurance company in California has notified
more than 100,000 doctors in II states,
including Wisconsin, that their personal
information was posted on the Internet, raising a hsk of identity theft, a spokeswoman
said Thucsclay.
The doctors' Social Security numbers
were accidentally posted on a Web site of
Health Net Federal Services, of Rancho
Cordova, Calif., for about two months,
spokeswoman Molly Tuttle said.
NNE'S learned about the mistake, caused
by "part human error" and "part of our software too," in December, she said. The government contractor provides health insurance for nearly 3 million military families
and veterans in 23 states.
"We have no indication that anyone's
personal information has been misused,"

Tuttle said Thursday. -This has been a firsttime event. It has never happened to us
before."
WEAU-TV of Eau Claire first reported
the mistake, which affects some doctors at
the nearby Marshfield Clinic.
Clinic vice president Doug Reding called
the incident disturbing.
"It is not a nice position to be in," Reding
said. "I called my bank. Then went to creditreport.com and checked my credit report.
You have to be vigilant for the risk of this
type of thing."
Many Marshfield Clinic doctors were
listed on the insurance company report,
Reding said, although he did not have an
exact number. The belief is the insurance
company made an honest mistake, he said.
"It is not a tnvial matter, but unfortunately it is getting to be commonplace," the doc-

tor said, noting that the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue recently sent tax
mailings with state residents' Social
Security numbers visible on the outside.
HNFS notified 103,000 doctors that their
Social Security number and business
address had been posted, Tuttle said.
Doctors in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Iowa, Missouri,
Kentucky and West Virginia were involved
as well as those in Wisconsin.
FINFS will pay for a year's worth of credit monitoring for the doctors involved, Tuttle
said.
The memory file with the doctors' Social
Security numbers was reached with an
advanced Google search, and the person
who did it reported it to the company, Tuttle
said.

Woman seeks to withdraw
murder
plea in triple
(AP) — A woman who pleaded guilty to help::

COLUMBIA, Ky.
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Margaret "Meg" Wellnitz Appleton claims in a court motior,
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y
repro*
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tailed
had
y
attorne
her
that
and
guilty in 2005
sent her and had pressured her to admit guilt.
As a result, her plea was Involuntary, coerced, unintelligent
and invalid," Appleton said in a court motion.
years
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•Casino gambling ...
From Front
casinos. It lawmakers do as
he wants, voters would have
a chance to reject or ratify
their action.
Taxes on casinos, if they
were permitted to open,could
generate as much as $600
million a year for government programs in the cashstrapped state, Beshear said.
The state faces a projected
budget shortfall of some
$900 million over the next
two years.
The governor unveiled his
much-anticipated proposal
earlier this month to change
the constitution to allow 12
casinos to open across the
state, seven of which could
be built at horse tracks.
overhauled
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FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Commissioner
Agriculture
Richie Farmer commended the
of
House
Kentucky
Representatives for passing legislation Wednesday that would
require public colleges and universities in Kentucky to buy
Kentucky-grown agricultural
products if they are available
and meet the institution's quality and price standards.
House Bill 484 passed 95-0.
The measure now goes to the
state Senate.
"This bill will provide
another market for Kentucky
farmers to sell their Kentucky
Proud products," Farmer said.
"This will create economic
activity in many rural Kentucky
communities and help keep
farmland in agriculture. I am
grateful to the House for passing this bill."
The legislation was filed by
Reps. Dwight Butler, RHamed; Charlie Hoffman, DGeorgetown; C.B. Embry, RMorgantown; Jeff Greer, DBrandenburg, and Tom McKee,
D-Cynthiana.
A 2006 law requires state
government agencies to purchase Kentucky-grown farm
products if they are available
and meet the agency's quality
and price standards.
Cash receipts for Kentucky
farm products were a record
34.22 billion in 2007
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N CHECK-UP
PRE-SEASOvarn
a, Scag, Snapper, Ferris

Neon Beach Tanning Salon

PUSH MOWERS

RE-GRAND
OPENING

John Deere, Husq
Good thru March 15, 2008

Clean Air Filter
Check Finng
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only
$5995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

$99115
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

139
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

All For Only

1G9
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(Any AdditIonstParta ILiar At

Additional Costs.)

Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

ILA401#0)kil, DAVI!

0 Free Giveaways 0 Refreshments Served

S

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Fitter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

Satur.ay March 1st
8:00 a.m.- I 0:00 p.m.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00

Chestnut St
Murray

FEATURING NEW ADDITIONS: —
Beds
• 2 Stand-up Units • Cyberdome • (2) 20 min.
• (1) 10 min. Bed • Inversion Stretch Chair

• SolaJet DRYWAVE Manage Bed
1k44%
4.
111
magic

my

TAN

Swimwear 20% Off All Day
Hobie, Hot Kiss, 24th & Ocean & Split

3333
812 Whitnell Ave.0.753.pm
Hours: Mon.-Sat.8 aini;.10
(Behind Sirloin 'Stockoao

•

•

Murray La

& Tes

4.41• Miley.Ireineury 2,ass
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Cold-shouldering
the warm-up guy
Although I agree with Cincinnati talk-show host Bill CunJohn
ningham on many issues. I have to side with Sen.
while
r
behavio
his
for
gham
Cunnin
cing
McCain in denoun
behalf.
appearing at a McCain rally on the candidate's
During his introductory remarks to the
audience C'unningham repeatedly referred to
Sen. Barack °barna as a "hack and as
Barrack Hussein ()barna with the emphasis
on Hussein, Obama's middle name -- a tactic used by cntics who insist that °barna
is really a Muslim.
McCain, who was not in the hall when
Cunningham spoke, reacted angrily, telling
reporters. "I take responsibility and I repudiate what he said. A person came out
Making
here before I arrived and made some disparaging remarks about Senators ()bama
SWISS
By Michael
and Clinton and I regret that. In my entire
Reagan
campaign I have treated Sen. Obama and
Syndicated
Sen. Clinton with respect. I will continue
Columnist
to do that throughout this campaign.'
For his part. C'unningham acted like a
d by his parents, threatening to
punishe
spoiled child being
to McCain's
vote for ultra-liberal Hillary Clinton in response
scolding.
you are
Cunningham seems to have forgotten that when
for
speaking at a rally for a candidate, you're not there
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the
for
but
yourself,
what
Unfortunately, when my fellow conservatives forget
such As
their function is under certain specific circumstance,
their heads
doing a warm-up for a candidate, they get it into
that everything is always about them.
us radio
They forget that it isn't about them, it isn't about
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person
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hosts -- it's really
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every
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doing
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imaginable obscene
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event for a presidential candidate who just happen
the audience.
ng when
That's appalling conduct but it's equally appalli
Amendment
conservatives think they have to prove their First
regardless of
saying.
like
feel
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r
whateve
saying
by
rights
they're
the fact that they may be hurting the very person
supporting.
like sayThey don't have the right to say what they feel
else who may.
ing when they are there in behalf of someone
well disagree with their remarks.
p speaker.
You have to understand your role as a warm-u
candidate
You can't just take it upon yourself to saddle your
Cunningwith your personal opinions. You can't decide, as
by
ham did, that you can help your man win this election
name
middle
s
Obama'
what
ody
everyb
repeatedly reminding
alter all, tar
is and doing it in a derogatory way. There are,
stake.
at
issues
nt
importa
more
Ohamas
Those who An going out of their way to stress
suggesting
middle name know lull well that they are really
disguised
that °barna is a Manchunan candidate -- a Muslim
was right
as a Christian. That's garbage politics and Mc('ain
in tknounting the tactic
this
My fellow conservatives had better understand that
election isn't just about us.
introIf somebody ins'led me to emcee an event or to
be to
would
role
my
that
mind
in
keep
Jute them I would
from
uplift the candidate, not to use the event as a pulpit
which I could promote Michael Reagan's views.
John McCain is following in my dad's footsteps when
for
esen in the heat of an election battle he shows respect
him.
to
game
lair
arc
issues
on
stands
Their
ts.
his opponen
y prebut as fellow Americans they deserve respect. Anybod
just as
suming to speak on his behalf owes it to him to be
respectful io his opponents.
r you
My dad understood Chnst's admonition that whateve
He
do unto the least of my brethren you do unto me.'
were or
showed respect for everybody no matter who they
Gorbow often they attacked him -- Jimmy Carter, Mikhail
saw Christ
He
all.
them
ed
respect
he
Ford.
Gerald
hey.
has
ish all
in all of them That's why he was able to accompl
that he dad.
l
Bill Cunningham and all those who think sly persona
take
should
tactic
d
a
justifie
are
nts
Atlas ks on their oppone
that to heart

SHUT UP!"

Hit the Road Jack
The argument one hears
most often for not enforcing
illegal immigration laws is
that we can't deport the estimated 12 million people
already in this country. It
just isn't physically, tactically
or politically possible, say
people who think this way.
Maybe not, but authorities
can start with people who
not only broke laws to get
here, but are breaking more
laws now that they are here.
Virginia's Republican
Attorney General, Robert
McDonnell, is beginning the
deportation process with a
class of people not even the
most vehemently pro-immigrant activist should defend.
They are sex offenders and
McDonnell. working in cooperation with the Virginia
State Police and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials. has identified
171 people who have been
convicted of sex crimes.
Some are illegal aliens, others have legal status, hut
their convictions violate the
conditional terms of their
residency and make them
subject to deportation.
In a telephone interview
from Richmond. McDonnell
told me that because federal
statutes have pre-empted
what states can do on most
immigration issues. Virginia
had to look for ways to initiate deportation of criminal
sex offenders while working
with the federal government.
Asked whether the targeting
of illegal alien sex offenders

Ronald
Mike Reagan, the elder son of the late President
Reagan, is heard on more than 200 talk radio stations
. E-mai1
nationall% as part of the Radio America Network
,.osansents to Reagan*caglecartoons.corn.
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Mrs. Maine Lee Weatherford
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Main Street Youth Center
will offer financial classes

CCMS Academic Team wins trip to competion
A tnp to the state Governor's Cup competition is neat
for many members of the Calloway County Middle School
Academic Team. The I -AkPrt
captured second place in the
regional tournament hosted by
Hickman County.
The Lakers outscored 15
other schools in the region finishing just behind Graves County. The overall results are determined by top Qnishers in quick
recall, future problem solving.
composition, and written assessments.
In written assessments, Gina
Stenberg placed third in Composition. In Fine Arts. Erin
McCallon finished third. Lauren Benson placed fifth in Language Arts. Darian McCallister was the top finisher in science and Charlie Courtney
placed fourth in science.
The Future Problem Solv•
ing Team of Kristen Oakley.
Lauren Wilson. Breanna Bethel,
Paige Paschall. Emily ('rouse.
and Abigail Bourland placed
- first in the region.
The accomplishments at the
Regional Governor's ('up are

Main Street Youth Center will sponsor
its annual financial education class,'Financial Peace For the Next (;eneration" starting Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. at the center, located at 5 l3 South Fourth St.. Murrd!r.
this class is available to all community youth, ages II-IX years, free of charge.
The class will meet each Monday to May
26. To enroll In the class contact Carrie
or
753-8336
at
Groves
cavoveid@yahoo.com
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Support group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will
meet Monday at 7 p.m. This is a support
parents due to
group for people who have lost one or both
For infortimes.
hard
the
through
other
death and to help each
9.
mation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-712
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celebrate their second place win at the
Members of the Calloway County Academic Team
regional Academic Tournament.
Hiumalore Paige Pashcall, Emily Crouse
just the next step in a very Braun. Joe Farley,
g. Erin and Abigail Bourland.
successful season for the CCMS Clause. Gina Stenber
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at 2 p.m. at
Four Rivers Music Friends
information
more
For
Library.
the Calloway County Public
contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Monday
MWC Board to meetMurray
Woman's

Club will
The Executive Board of the
Tracy Wortham,
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
president, urges all board members to attend.
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will meet Satur-

New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support
Robertson Road
day at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church,
counselor, will
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Roberso
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Murray.
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94
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South off
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and Linda Wright
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Photo
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Lost
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their
pets and adding them to
and trim
Murray State students, will bathe dogs, clean ears
these for
nails, or give a bath, clean ears and trim nails, all
at
a fee. For more information contact the Humane Society
759-1884.

Spanish class scheduled
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WATCH needs aluminum cans
ing project. Peggy Williams.
director. said "these may be
taken to the center during regular hours: or persons may
drive through the driveway on
the west side of the center and

WATCH Center at 702 Main
Murray. needs aluminum
,.ms for an on-going fund-raisIP
•

•
•

•

•

•

• Our Registered
•
Bridal Couples:

place them in the cotton wagon
there anytime day or night; or
may be donated at a Make A
Difference Day at Murray State
University Stewart stadium
parking lot."
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Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto
Jerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards
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Jessica McKnight
& Josh Dunn
Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Logar
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moviesinmurray.com
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Semi-Pro

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
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Definitely, Maybe

•

PG13 - 9:00

• Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pound.
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Calloway County Republicans will host
State
Lincoln Day Dinner on Saturday at 6 p.m. in the Murray
University Curris Center. The keynote speaker will be Kenll.
tucky's senior senator and minority leader Mitch McConne
Also speaking will be U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield and
or
State Senator Ken Winters. For reservations call 759-1556
293-3044.

Booster Club plans Bingo

The Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray, will
sponsor Bingo Saturday. A portion of the proceeds will benefit the Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will
open at 4:30 p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will begin
at 6 p.m.

meet
Mother to Mother Group to
tweastfeeding

moms,
Mother to Mother, a support group for
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

R. 1:00 • 3:10 - 7.35 - 9:40

•

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust

dinner
Republicans plan Lincoln day
the Purchase Area

Austin
Bound Entertainment tonight
Thomas Eavesis Glory
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
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Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Reitz
of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Olivia Noelle Beltz,
born on Friday. Jan. 4. 2008.
at 3:17 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former ha Milgate.
Grandparents are Terne and
Dale Swift of Murray and Walter and Beverly Belt/ of
Georgetown.

Amber Eaves of Murray
the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
the mother of a son. Austin from 7 to 9 in
121 North at Stella. Featured will be he
Ky.
4726
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GED practice test Saturday Education Center
es
The Calloway County Adult and Family
Grandmother is Felecia
Robertson of Murray. Great- will offer a chance for adults to take the GED official pracgrandparents are Nancy Rhodes tice test on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the center at
and the late Charles Rhodes 1900 North 12th St.. Murray. This opportunity is free and will
to
of Murray.
provide you with information on whether you are ready
sign up for and take the actual GED test. For infbrmation or
,.
to reserve a place on Saturday call 759-5525.
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Olivia Noelle
Beltz

ClassStarting March 7, Beginner's Conversational Spanish
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13
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And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where 1 am.
- John 14:3
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Randolph will be speaker for presentation
Paul Randolph, deacon of
University Church of Christ,
will be the speaker for the
annual presentation of the elders on Sunday at the 10 Lin.
worship service at the church.
The sermon topic will be
'The Unity of the spirit and
How Can We Preserve" with
scnpture from Ephesians 4:3
by Randolph.

In our

CHURCHES
Richard Youngblood, minister, will speak about "What
Did He Mean, 'I Will Be With
You'," with scripture from Jeremiah 1:4-8 at the 5 p.m. worship service.
Roy Hawkins is worship

leader and youth director;
Assisting will be Eugene Bustle, John Murdock and Philip
Maxwell.
Bible Study will be at 9
a.m.

ChurchBulletins

GREG TRAviSiLedgaer & Times
WRAPPED IN LOVE: Members of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes organization at Murray
Middle School have been meeting twice weekly to prepare baby bottles, signs and fliers for a
'Wrapped In Love" fund drive for the Life House Cnsis Pregnancy Center. The bottles will be
placed in home rooms March 3-14, and students will be asked to donate to the drive. Money
raised will be used to buy fleece for blankets. Students at Murray High School will assist in
making the blankets, it was reported. Pictured .above, from left, are: John Lollar, seventh
grade; Carver Lawson, sixth grade; Elizabeth Grogan, fifth grade; and Shelby Louis, fifth
grade. Fifth grade teacher Lea Haworth in the school sponsor.

Condemnation vs. grace
Question: A young
woman got pregnant out of
wedlock, but she acknowledged that what she did
was wrong. However, her
church refused to allow the
women to give her a baby
shower. What do you think
Jesus would have done?
Answer: This reminds us
of the woman who was
brought to Jesus after she
was caught in the very act
of adultery (John 8:I - II).
Jesus did not condone what
she had done, but neither
did he condemn her. However, the Pharisees who
brought the woman to Jesus
viewed her as a mere object
to be used in their attempt
to entrap Jesus in his words.
They said, "In the Law
Moses commanded us to
stone such women. Now
what do you say?" (John
8:5). When Jesus responded
by writing on the ground,
the woman's accusers walked
away one at a time. Then.
we are told that "Jesus
straightened up and asked
her, 'Woman, where are
they? Has no one condemned
you?' No one, sir,' she said.
'Then neither do I condemn
you,' Jesus declared. 'Go
and leave your life of
sin— (John 8:10-11).
Apparently, Jesus did not
think that offering a chance
of repentance. forgiveness
and a new life meant he
was condoning sin. He saw
value in every person that
made her or him worth

redeeming no matter how
great the sin. He ministered
to people in their needs
without asking if they were
worthy. As a result, the very
people that are often
repulsed by churches of
today were constantly coming
to Jesus. He helped them
and changed their lives forever.
I believe that the apostle
Paul helps us understand
why Jesus treated sinners the
way he did. To the church
in Rome, Paul wrote, "Or do
you show contempt for the
riches of his kindness, tolerance and patience, not realizing that God's kindness leads
you toward repentance?"
(Romans 2:4). Some people
seem to think that unless
sinners are immediately disciplined severely they will
continue in their sin. But
instead of saying that strong
condemnation leads to repentance. Paul said the kindness
of God brings repentance
(Romans 2:4). The truth of
this statement was demonstrated in a sociological
study of churches that was
done in the 1980's. To the
surprise of many, the more
rigid and strict churches had
more teenage pregnancies
than did the more grace-oriented churches. While the
fear of exposure in the strict
churches kept,their young
people from openly dealing
with their problems. the
teens of the grace-oriented
churches felt they could talk

about their
problems
and find
help instead
of condemnation.
But some
people will
not repent
and turn
from their
What Would
sinful ways
Jesus Do?
no matter
By Richard
how we
Youngblood,
treat them.
Minister at
Yet, Jesus
University
would have
Church of
us leave the
Christ
judging of
who will or
will not repent to God. The
mission of those who would
be like Jesus is to reach out
to sinners with grace and
hope. Since Jesus told a
story of a father who had a
party for his sinful, prodigal
son who returned home
(Luke 15:1Iff),
I believe he would have
encouraged a baby shower
and helpful kindnesses
toward this pregnant young
woman. This is nothing less
than the same mercy God
has shown to all of us sinners.
Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
753-1881. This article is
reproduced on the web:
www.nchrist.org

Promise Keepers speaker Despres to be here
First Baptist Church of Murray will host nationally known
and Promise Keepers speaker
Adtain Despres on Saturday.
March 15. The event will begin
at 6 p.m. and is free of charge.
Lance Allison. church members said "The message. The
Four Chairs', delivered by

Despres, examines four categones we fall into in our relationshp with Christ. After
describing each category (or
chair). Despres reminds us that
God is only fully glorified in
your life when your sitting in
the first chair. Discover what
each of the four chairs repre-

sents and how you can live a
dynamic life for Christ in the
first chair"
For more about Despres visit
website
his
at
adriandespres.com.
For more information contact Allison at 293-4164. This
event is open to everyone.

GREEN PLAIN SCHOOL OF
BIBLICAL STUDIES
Spring Schedule 2008

Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "How
Did He Open our Eyes?" with
scripture from John 9:1-41 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Todd E. Hill is choir director with Lee Kern as pianist.
Recognition of new members
will be held. Assisting will be
Sal and Frances Matarazzo,
Anne Adams and Debbie
Burgess, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m., Fellowship Coffee by Presbyterian
Women following the worship
service and Korean Worship at
4 p.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro, Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
about "The Right Road - Loved
and Called by God" with scripture from the book of Romans
at the worship services at 8,
9:15 and 10:30 a.m. and 6
p.m. Sunday school will be
held during all three morning
worship times. The ordinance
of The Lord's Supper will be
observed at the 6 p.m. service.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, senior minister, will speak about 'The
Pharisee and the Tax Collector" with scripture from Lake
18:9-14 at the Early Light service at 8:45 a.m. and the traditional worship service at 11
a.m. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
director of music with loan
Bowker as organist. The church
choir will sing "Praise God
Forever" at the first service
and the chancel choir will sing
"Go Not Far From Me, 0
God" at the second service.
Kristen Shepard will give the
children's message at both services. Acolytes will be Olivia
Floyd and Meredith Purdom
with Kamille Floyd as acolyte
parent. Also assisting will be
Gale Cornelison, Susan Blackford, Daniel Hopkins, Larry
Karnes and James Weatherly.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor,
will speak about "How Will
You Be Remembered?" with
scripture from Genesis 5:25-

27 at the 9 a.m. worship serv- from Ephesians 5:9-14 at the
ice with Tom Villaflor as the 11 a.m. worship service. Camme
pastor's
assistant.
Betty Cain will be song leader with
Lawrence, Becky Miller and Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Jesse Lewis will be greeters. Sunday School will be at 10
Serving as acolytes will be a.m.
Elizabeth and Nicholas Brunn.
Westside Baptist: Rev,
Children's church will be direct- Glynn On, pastor, will speak
ed by Norma Edwards. April about "For God So Loved the
Arnold will direct the choir World" at the 10:30 a.m. worwith Pat Brian, Renee Doyle ship service and about "How
and Carla Halkias as accom- to Study the Bible" at the 6
panists. Sunday School with p.m. worship service. Tommy
Tim Chaney as superintendent Scott is minister of music. The
will be at 10:15 a.m. The youth choir will sing "Glorious Impos.and adults of both Goshen and sible" and special music by
Kirksey churches will meet at Michael D'Elia at the mornGoshen at 6 p.m. with youth ing hour and Kyle Evans will
in the family fellowship cen- present special music at the
ter and adults in the sanctu- evening hour. Deacons of the
ary.
week will be Paul Rister and
Glendale Road Church of Tommy Hoke. Sunday School
Christ: Garry Evans, involve- will be at 9:30 a.m. 1-Ray
ment minister, will speak about Manley is minister to youth
"Love Me, Love Me Not" with and Shelly Harris is minister
scripture from John 21:15-17 to Preschool & Children.
at the 9 a.m. worship service
First Christian: Dr. Charles
and Nick Hutchens, youth min- L. Rolen, senior minister, will
ister, will speak about "What's speak about -No Good Deed
Your Name?" with scripture Goes Unpunished" with scripfrom Genesis 32:22-28 at the ture from John 9:35-41 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Lead- 10:15 a.m. worship service.
ing the song service will be The chancel choir will sing
Joe Phillips at the morning "In Remembrance of Me."
hour and Kent McCuiston at Assisting will be John Fuqua,
the evening hour. Also assist- worship leader; Doug Henry and
ing will be Walter Lee Steely, Amy Roos, elders; Mallory
Tony Kelly, Steve Winchester, Cathey, Tommy Durham, Erica
Arvis Thorn, Joe Thornton, Gray, Denny Lane, Steve ParkKevin Mack, Denis Abel, R.B. er and Fred Wells, diaconate.
Barton and Zachary Underhill.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
A short worship service will Cunningham. pastor, will speak
be at 5 a.m. and Bible class- at the 10:45 a.m. and the 6
es at 10:15 a.m.
p.m. worship services. Henry
Memorial Baptist: Bro. Nance is minister of music
Martin Severns, pastor, will with Oneida White, Sherry Fortspeak at the 8:30 and 10:50 ner and Kathy Garrison as
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship serv- accompanists. The choir will
ices. Jeff Prater is minister of sing "High and Lifted Up" at
music and Misty Williams and the morning service. Eddie MorKathy Thweatt are accompa- ris will give the children's sernists. The ordinance of The mon. Ryan Stanger is interim
Lord's Supper will be observed youth leader. Assisting will be
at the morning service. Assist- Jimmy Hale, deacon of the
ing will be Jason Merriss, dea- week, and Jimmy Kimbro,
con of the week, Brett Bier- Roger Humphrey, Allen Leslie
baum, yokefellow, and Ron and Roger Fox, ushers. SunJames for Sunday School report. day School will be at 9:30
Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m.
a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
North Pleasant Grove Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull,
Cumberland Presbyterian: pastor, will speak about "A
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, Dry & Thirsty Land" with
will speak about "The Business of Light" with scripture •See Page 10A

Lynn Grove United(Methodist Church
Early Fellowship Sunday Morning

8.30 a.m

Sunday Schpol

9:00 a.m

Sunday Morning Worship

9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Night Choir

6:00 p.m.

Wednesday Fellowship Meal

6:45 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study

7.15 p.m.

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
usfor Worship!

7:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.

L

Green Plain Church of Christ
3980 Mumy Paris Road
Hazel, KY 42049
Phone:(270) 492-8206
Web: greenplain.org

a church with an early service
in a country setting"

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor

Email: greenplainftreenplain.org
1 mile off highway 641 near the corner of the
Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads

tt14 .
14 ell

Weekly Services

Each Monday Night
March 3 - May 26, 2008

Subjects & Instructors:
Genesis #1 - Johnny Polk •Ephesians - Robert Meredith

44,4
,
16

Parsonage: 489-2371

E-mail: cwig-unicenetzero.net
Website: www.gbgnsumc.org/lynngroye

10A • i•
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Dying chur
By The Associated Press
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) —
The languages vary from hour
to hour. room to room — songs
01 praise, words of prayer in
Arabic, Portuguese, Russian.
Hebrew, Tagalog.
These worshippers do not
share an ethnic hentage. but
they do share a faith, and
because of that. a building.
the Newton C'orner Worship Center is an incubator
church. home to small consers ails e Chnsnan churches that
need a place to meet and, they
hope, grow.
The building, once home to
a dying Baptist congregation,
has become a sort of a reverse
Tower of Babel over the past
two decades, where languages
mix, but everyone understands
the words are being used to wor-

ship the same God.
Still, the churches remain
distinct as the ethnic foods
served during social times.
-We find it like brothers
living in the same house and
we are trying, each of us. to
maintain this house," said Smote
Ibrahim, pastor of the Arabic
Baptist Church of Boston. "We
are in unity together as the
bodyis of Christ."
services are scheduled
every few hours on Sunday, with
different congregations sometimes upstairs and downstairs
simultaneously. The languages
and music blended into a clamor on a recent Sunday.
"It is noise, but you know.
the noise is good noise." said
Dimitrios Deligiannides, an
eider in a Greek church that
originally bought the building.
AS

"Both upstairs and downstairs
give thanks to God."
The church, designed by
prominent architect Henry Hobson Richardson, broke ground'
a Bapin 1885 and survived
tist church under various names
for decades. But after the last
Baptist pastor died and the
congregation dwindled to about
two dozen per Sunday in 1990,
the church knew it could not
continue.
"The members wanted to
sell," said Margaret (Thanian,
who belonged to the congregation at the time. "I said, 'Oh
no, you're. not selling the
church.' The Greeks were meeting here two or three years.
We gave it to them."
Rebirth at the $2.5 million
property, it turned out, cost
only a nominal fee of SI and
AS

MI Church bulletins ...
From Page 9A

Reynolds. Dee Lipford and
accompanists.
Carol Kelly
Sunday School for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Res. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
"How Much Is Enough" with
scripture from Matthew 26:1435 and Hebrews 4:12 at the
9 a.m. worship service. Musicians will be Ricky Cunningham and Glenn Hill. Suntlay
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Coffee Break and Discussion
Type Bible Study is each Thursday at 10 a.m. with a meal
following dunng the Lenten season.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen. pastor. will speak about
"How Much Is Enough" with
scnpture from Matthew 26:1435 and Hebrews 4:12 at the
II a.m. worship service. Judy
Lamb will be pianist with
Denise Schuttler as choir director. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "Written in Red," part
2 of 3 with scripture from
Romans 5-8 at the II a.m.
worship service and about "The
with
Image Of Christ. pan
scripture from Romans 8:29.30 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Barry Thomas wills* in
charge of Kid's Corner'. The
Grove Choir will sing "Draw
AS

scripture from John 19:28-30
at the II a.m. worship service. Alyssa Jones. youth director, will present the Youth
Moments. The choir will sing
"He Is Lord" with Karen Coles
and Sharon Myatt, accompanists. Assisting will be Frank
Coles. worship leader, Jimmy
Myatt, lay leader. and Larry
Chrisman and Johnny Underwood, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. Jeannie Cauthen will conduct a Beth Moore
Bible Study each Wednesday
at 7 p.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull. pastor, will
speak about "A Dry & Thirsty
Land" with scripture from John
19:28-30 at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. Johnna Nance
will be in charge of Children's
Church. Toni Jones is accompanist and J.W. Jones is worship leader. Sunday School will
he at II a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church: Dennis Norvell. pastor, will speak about "Be Salt
and Light" with scripture from
Matthew 5:12-16 at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services
and about "Keep On Knocking" with scripture from Lake
11:3-10 at the 6 p.m- worship
service. The monthly business
meeting will follow the service. Dee and Kathy Lipford
will lead the worship service
with Hazel Brandon. Susan

a promise from the Hellenic
Gospel Church that the building would always be a church.
Opening the church to other
groups Was part of the deal
from the start. Deligiannides
said.
"Because the people helped
us, we have the vision- to help
any small group," he said.
Besides a building, the
churches must share a belief
in the divinity and resurrection of Jesus Christ. as well
as a portion of the expenses
(about 5700 each a month).
The weekend starts with the
Beth Yeshua Messianic Jewish
congregation, which is Christian by faith but conducts worship in Hebrew and uses Jewish rituals. The congregation
meets Saturdays in the downstairs worship space. On Sundays, services start downstairs
at 10 a.m. for the Compass
Community Church,an Englishspeaking offshoot of the Hellenic Gospel Church. By II
a.m.. the Arabic Baptist Church
of Boston is in the upstairs
sanctuary.
The Philippine International
Church. where members speak
several languages including
Tagalog, takes over downstairs
by 2 p.m.. followed by the
New England Brazilian Baptist Church upstairs at 7 p.m.

Me Close with Draw Me Nearat the morning hour. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
and Students worshiping Christ
and Kid's Bible Adventure also
at 6 p.m.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Rev. Darrel Young, pastor. will speak at the II a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. worship services. JoAnn Crenshaw will direct
"The Son Zone" for children,
ages 410 10, at II a.m. Bud
and Ruby Stewart will be
greeters. Sunday School with
classes available for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist: Rev. Dave
Snyder will speak about
"Extreme Discipleship" with
scripture from Acts 9:26-40 at
the 8:30 and 10:55 worship
services and Richard Nelson
will speak at the 6 p.m. worship service. Kent Jackson is
interim music director with
Lucretia Jackson and Margaret
accompanists.
as
Wilkins
Rachel McDonald will sing a
solo, "Lead of Love" at both
morning services and the sanctuary choir will sing "Praise
You" with Dottie Kraemer as
soloist at the second service.
Assisting will be Boyd Smith,
associate pastor of students.
Don Edwards and Durwood
Beatty. deacons. and Doug Lawson and Brian Rommes. Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.. AWANA at 5 p.m. and
the Net worship at 8 p.m.

er—

WHAT IS THIS PROPERTY WORTH?

distinct
Each church has
style. The Arabic church has
a more traditional Protestant
worship, with hymns and sermons delivered behind a pulpit in Arabic and English. The
Brazilian and Greek churches
are less formal and feature contemporary music.
The differences among the
communities can be seen during breaks from worship, when
some of the churches socialize around a meal. The Jewish congregation shares gefilte
fish or beet salad, the Brazilians a finger food called salgados, the Filipinos a chicken
dish called adobo.
Church leaders meet regularly to hash out schedules, service setups and any areas of
disagreement. Once or twice a
year, the groups join for a
multi-lingual service and fel"Even though we
lowship.
might be different in culture,
we can put those things aside
because of what binds us," said
Mitch Forman, the Beth Yeshua
leader.
Since 1990, an Indian church,
a Chinese church and a Haitian church have used the building and moved on. Deligiannides said. Many church leaders at the worship center say
having the building is crucial
to growth because it provides
A

space and stability nettled to
attract new members. But the
ambitions of the churches there
Vary.

The Philippine church is not
necessarily aiming for growth
and a new address, but rather
"striving to do what the Lord
Jesus said," said pastor Arnel
Dioncda. But the Brazilian
church, with about 60 people
attending weekly, hopes to draw
five times that number within
a few years and move out.
according to pastor Porfirio dos
Reis.
The Arabic congregation
started in 2005 with five families and very few children,
said elder Samy Ibrahim. Time
in the incubator church has
meant expansion, he said.
"You can see some of the
hatched eggs there," he said
as he motioned to several children from his congregation
playing among the pews whilt
the Filipino church set up for
its service.
He'd like to see the church
grow to about 150 people before
they consider moving on.
"We have a vision and God
confirmed it to us, that the
Lord will fill the place with a
lot of people," Ibrahim said.
-I'm sure God brought us to
this place for a reason."

AP
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Italian Food Is Love
I hate receised so many Italian recipes that I lose gising them
to you. Some of which were from
my family that they have received
from other students, co-workers,
and friends. My wife gets so many
recipes at her work at Nalgreens.
'."hen I think about how eseryone loves Italian food Ukc we do.
all I can say is THANK YOU
41.1.! One of the things that my
Family likes. especially my wife.
Is different types of kasioli. %Se
lose to make different stuffing
for Itasioli. Its a great way of
getting sour kids to eat spinach.
By Mr Morn St Stmestry's downtown we eat a
Mark Anderson great Seafood ka•iuli and are
and
going to try esen more recipe's. Gist- these a trs
let us know what you think.

Tried & True
Recipes

Wild Slushroom Ravioli with
Butter and Parmesim Sauce
By Momma I3agoSo
2 packages 111-ouncet fresh wild mushroom ravioli
I cup unsalted butter
I/2 cup fresh basil leaves
6 tablespoons toasted pine nuts
I whole nutmeg or 1/2 teaspoon grated nutmeg
2/3 cup grated Parmesan
Cook the ravioli in a large pot of boiling salted water
until just cooked through. about 5 minutes Drain and
put on a platter
Meanwhile, cook the butter in a heavy medium frying pan over medium-high heat until pale golden. about
4 minutes Add the basil leaves and cook until lightly
fried. about 2 minutes Add the pine nuts Pour over the
sooked ravioli. Grate 1/2 teaspoon of nutmeg directly
over ravioli Sprinkle Parmesan over dish and serve
You can stuff Ravioli with eserything from vegetables. herbs, and different meats The sauces we will leave
up to you

•••

16-18 acres, brick home, plus log cabin, pond

Name Your Price! Offer What You Want.
That Is Up To You!
My Offer Is Subject no My Personal Inspection Of The Property
Fill in the amount you would like to pay and call
Clayton 270-753-1492 or cell 270-293-9300 to get your
approval***or fax your price to 270-759-4030,
or bring your price in to one of our agents at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and SAVE.
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Loretta Jobs Realtors'

University Square
301 North 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

•••Owner will accept any reasonable offer.
Accepting offers beginning today.
Offer requires bank approval...

Pasta itough for 11J“4.11
2 5ups all impose flour plus Mott tor dusting
I teaspa von 'ail
a taiga' egg. plus I tan egg .a•h
2 tablespoons cola saigin olis e od
Cornmeal tor dusting
To make the pasta dough In in de,.lilt miser fitted
with a dough hook sonthine he flour and salt Add the
eggs I at a time And continue to mis Drizzle in I
tablespoon art the "Ilse oil and continue tar incorporate
...nue floor
all the Hour until it tanms a hall Sprinkle
in .ank surtase krwad and told ifie dough until elastic
and snunah this should take about lit minutes Brush the
'aortae with the remaining 'it at od and wrap the dough
allow
in plastis wrap let rest ha about Ul minutes to
the gluten ta ,eiac
•Alternatisely it sou don i base an electric mild
ombine the flour anal sali on a flat work surface. shape
into a mound arid make J well in the center Add the
eggs and I Tablespoon ad the olive out ato the well and
!titbits beat with a tork Gradually thaw in the flour from
the inside wall ot the well in a sircul.0 motion l'se I
hand tot mixing and the other to protect the outer wall
Continue to insoiporate all the flour until it forms a ball
("mimic as duetted ahose
Cut the 1th41 'i dough in 1/2. saner and rrserse the
to present it from
puce %Ott are not immediately using
&sing oui Dust the simmer and dough with a little flour
Press the dough into a rectangle and roll it through a
pasta machine 2 Of 1 URIC, at widest setting Pull and
stretch the sheet art slough with the palm of sour hand
a• it emerges from the rollers Reduce the setting and
times Continue
arm\ the dough through again. 2 or
tightening until the machine is al the nancnvest setting
the dough should be paper dun. about 1/14 inch thick I you
should he able tar see !owe hand through itt Dust the
sheets ad dough with flour as needed
Beat I egg with I tablesposni tt sate: to make an
egg wash Dust the counter and sheet act dough ssith
flour la% out the long sheet of pasta. and brush the top
surface with the egg wash which acts As a glue Drop
tablespoons of sour lasonte tilling on 1/2 of the pasta
sheet about 2 inches apart Fold the other I/2 user the
tilling like a blanket With an espresso cup or fingers.
gently Ness out air pockets around each mound of fittsquare*
ing tie a sharp knife to cut each pillow into
and comp the 4 edges with the tins of a fork to i'sake
and a sheet pan with
a light seal Dtlil the rastoli
and lay them out
meal to present the pasta from shaking
to des slightly while assembling the read
Cook the rasiolli in plenty of boiling salted water for
minutes the%11 float to the top when ready. so he
Lift the rasioli from
L /ildill OA to osercrossd the pot
large Urania or skated spoon Bath the
*met with
rasioli in your fascinte sauce to lightly coat and wore

PIgnolatta Desert
By Mike Bagilo
1 1/2 sups salted flour plus more possibly
6 large eggs
I teaspoon salt
Camila oil. for frying
2 cups hooey
6 tablespoons sugar
or light's toasted
Ia 3-ounce I tar confetti sprinkles
pine nuts
In a large ceramic bowl with a wooden spoon or in
a mixer with a dough hook mix together the flour, eggs
and salt to make a stiff dough that pulls away from the
walls ol the bowl You may end up using your hands to
fmish the icab if mixing with a wooden spoon If the
dough is still sticky to the touch add more flour Knead
the dough on a lightly floured surface until smooth and
doesn't stick to your fingers Quarter the dough and roll
the segments Into ropes the thickness of I/2-inch Cut ofT
knobs of dough I/2-inch long i some people roll these
into halls but I dooli
In a I quart saucepan heat ant tor deep-trying to itrl
degrees F Fry the dough pieces until golden brown in
batches. a handful at a time and drain on a paper towel
71w dough will sunk in the oil then some floating to the
top They do expand in the Oil SO lease them some room
Allow them to cool while you make the caramel
In a large saucepan combine the hones and sugar and
, with a wooden spoon
bring to a boil Working qukckl.,
on in the fned dough pieces to coat them with the honey
,aramel Quickly spoon the sticky dough balls onto 2
plates and form into a tall mound resembling a pine
sone. then quickly sprinkle pine nuts or confetti sprinkles over the surface so they stick to the honey caramel
torture it cools and is no longer sticky If there s a seta
Lind person around to help with this. get them Its a bit
of a group an family protest You can also place smaller amounts into toil sup cake cups for individual servings Let cool and serve Keeps up to I week To eat
rust pack off dough pieces and enjoy
Notes about the recipe Some spell it Pinolata .1[6
one 7 It sometimes has pine nuts or *pignolle stirred
into the caramel or is formed into the shape like a pine
cone so the name may have come from that In Sicily
they're called Pignolata. in Naples [Italy not Florida) th4
same thing is called Struffoli
I first had this at the holidays at an Italian fnends:
house and they make them esery year But because the',. nr
fried they fit for Hanukah too They're something you
serve after a meal and really need coffee to wash thent
down Its a very tactile dessert that you pick apart tiny
,ssamehred nugget by tiny caramelized nugget
Hat
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III Hazel man ...
From

Front

, According to a Couner-Journal report Saturday, Orr is one of
4undreds of dialysis patients in Kentucky and Indiana that have
been caught in a battle between insurance companies and dialysis
providers over costs and the Kentucky General Assembly has been
asked to step in.
' -These people are some of the most vulnerable patients and they
4houldn't have to go through this from their insurance plan," social
'worker Linda Hill. an employee of DaVita, the nation's second`largest dialysis firm, was quoted in the paper as saying to a senate
last week.
The crux of the matter is dialysis companies wanting to keep
insurers from slashing rates to providers that won't join their netAvorks while insurers say the action is required to prevent overpaying dialysis companies that refuse to negotiate prices. Murray's
Fresenius dialysis center and several others in western Kentucky
and northwestern Tennessee are not in United's network. Orr's
choice was to pay more for treatment out-of-pocket in Murray or
Make the drive to Louisville.
Dialysis providers are now pushing bills in the Kentucky legislature that would limit how far insurers can ask patients to travel for
itreatment; a move that would also keep insurance payments to dialzsis centers outside the insurer networks from falling. But health
,insurers say it's the dialysis industry that is trying to protect the bottom line, according to the report. Insurers claim dialysis providers
have enjoyed unusually high reimbursements rates are asking legislators to maintain the system. However, if that happens, providers
iif other health services will demand similar protection, said
'Melodie Shrader, executive director of the Kentucky Association of
Health Plans.
In the end, it's going to raise the cost of care for everyone," she
fold the Senate Banking and Insurance Committee last week.
. The proposed bills would reportedly increase overall health
insurance premiums in Kentucky by $2 million to $5 million.
Committees in both the House and the Senate havey heard testimony concerning the two proposals - House Bill 433 and Senate Bill
9 - but haven't taken any action.
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Kennedy visit

From Front
!
nuclear plants, he said. "The
'insurance industry is the greatest
arbitrator of risk.'
With such a firm tie to
America's political history,
xennedy said he is glad to see
reen" issues taking a place
!among presidential debates
along side other issues such as
the economy and Iraq war.
He has endorsed Sen. Fiillary
Clinton for the Democratic presVential nod, though Sen.
ennedy and cousin Caroline
ennedy have backed Sen.
arack Obama of Illinois.
Kennedy Jr. said that with
inton, who holds his father's
seat, she has turned
'1
,mer

i
or1

around a Republican stronghold
in New York and, perhaps more
importantly to him, holds a similar environmental stance.
"I'm fond of Obama. I think
Hillary has a better shot," he
said. "Obama still talks about
clean coal and it doesn't exist."
As for GOP front-runner Sen.
John McCain, Kennedy said on
matters, he
environmental
would give him the nod in that
nomination.
"Of all the Republicans.
McCain's the strongest."
The link between Obama and
Kennedys is strong.
the
Kennedy Jr. told that his father.
along with Kenyan labour leader
Tom Mboya, helped develop a
scholarship program to send

Kenyan students to U.S. colleges. The first student was
Barack Obama Sr.
Obama Jr. has been likened
to both Robert Kennedy Sr. and

President Kennedy. Kennedy Jr.
called the comparisons flattering.
'Now 40 years after my
father's death. I'm glad he's still

an effective template in the
Democratic party,' he said.
However should Clinton get
the Democratic nomination and
win the presidency, her Senate

seat -- the one previously held
by Robert Kennedy Sr. -- would
be open.
"I'd look at it," Kennedy Jr.
said.

.1

200,`i UDA National Dance Team
The MHS Golden Girls Dance Team recently competed in the
competition, they earned Top 40 in
national
first
team's
the
At
World.
Disney
Walt
Championships at
pion division. The UDA NDTC is
varsits
small
the
in
45
Top
the small varsity hip hop division and
small varsity &vision this rear
the
in
team.%
125
the largest, most difficult national competition with
the following sponsors for helping
The MHS Golden GirLs Dance Team would like to thank
you. the Golden Girls were able
of
all
to
Thanks
team.
the
make a lifetime of memories for
to represent Murray High School well.

TOP SPONSOR: DBA Medical Arts Pharmacy - $600
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
ikep, newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

PLATINUM SPONSOR
1.$2a9striussrei
Murray Bank
Murray insurance Agency
R. T Vanderbilt Company, Inc.
Thornton Tile & Marble
West Kentucky Rural Telephone

311(

GOLD SPONSORS 1$1001
Jane and Joe Barnett
Cain's Murray Auto Auction
Granite Shop of Murra
Hill Electric
Dorothy and David Kraemer
McConnell Insurance Agency
McKee! Equipment
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Pella Corporation
Pierce & Associates
Dr. Charles Robertson, DMD
Shiloh Hills
State Rep. Melvin Henley
Swift Roofing
Thomsborough Farms
SILVER SPONSORS S5Q1
Dr Michael Bobo

Drywall Systems Plus
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Hart Capps Ophthalmology
Haverstock, Bell, & Pitman
Jackson Purchase ACA
Mark Lewis State Farm Insurance
Martha's Restaurant
McGee Pest Control
Dr. Dan Miller
NewWave Communications
Partners Insurance Agency
Peel & Holland Financial Group
Purchase Gastroenterology
Nelson Shroat
The Village Day ('are
Toyota of Murray
Trina's School of Dance
BRONTX_SIVAWKSISSZJ
American Cellular
Automated Direct Mail
Briggs & Stratton
Family Chiropractic Center
Family Fitness Center
Flowers by Whitney
Forever Green Lawn Service
Garland Rental,

Betty Gore
Haverstock Insurance Agency
Heritage Bank
Heritage Kitchens & More, Int.
Heskett Chiropractic
Holley Green RV Park
Jocks Bypass Mini Storage
Frankie McNutt
Dr. Allen Moffitt
Murray Mold & Die
Parker Ford
Physical Medicine Services
Quiznos
South Eastern Book Company
Stone's Auto Wash
Teamwork Marketing
Thurmond Insurance & Investments
Tom's Pizza Palace
OTHER SPONSORS
Jean and Donald Bennett
Mr. J's Lady Is Formal Wear
Precious Moments Learning Center
Audrey and John Scott
Vintage Rose Emporium
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You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life •

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
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gy on the war issue.
'There's a lot to do
on Iraq because it's
such a big hole we're
dumping our money
in." he told reporters.
Earlier this week.
Republicans agreed to
extended debate on
Feingold's legislation
Reid
— not because they
supported the measures, but because they said the debate
would offer the opportunity to promote
s in Baghdad.
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straittheir
discuss
to
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid pledged on
Thursday to continue trying to end the
Iraq war even though he lacks the votes
to force a troop withdrawal.
The Senate wrapped up its first
round of debate on the war this year
with little fanfare After two days of
discussion. Republicans refused to
advance the bill. As a result. Democrats
were forced to shelve proposals by Sen.
Russ Feingold. D-Wis.,that would have
cut off money for combat and demanded a new strategy for defeating a)-

hearing by the Joint Economic
Committee. One witness was economist Joseph Stightz, whose new book
says the combiund cost of the war to the
federal budget and economy could
reach $3 trillion.
Stiglitz factors in hidden and future
costs such as veterans disability and
health care benefits, replacing equipment, interest on money borrowed to
pay for the war and restoring the military to its previous strength.
chairman,
committee
The
Democratic Sen. Charles Schumer of
New York, said, "We can't allow this
skyrocketing spending in Iraq to displace other very real domestic and foreign policy priorities.Republicans noted that there has not
been a terrorist attack against the
United States since Sept. 11,2001.
""The benefits of preventing a second
or third attack on the scale of 9/11 are
very high in human and economic
terms, and failure to do so would be
very costly indeed," said Rep. Jim
Saxton, R-N.J.

warfare
Ordenng troops home now would
hand the country back over to terrorists,
they said.
"Our men and women in uniform
have protected the Iraqi people. scattered al-Qaida, deterred militias and
helped create an environment that has
led to progress, not only at the tactical
level but in government and in reconciliation as well," said Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky.
Republicans and the White House
also opposed Feingold's proposal
demanding a new strategy to defeat alQaida. Under his bill, the strategy could
not rely on the deployment of activeduty combat units more than once every
two years.
The White House said the president
would veto the bill because the mandate
"imposes constraints that may conflict
with the considered judgment of our
military commanders" and impinges
upon his executive authority.
Separately. Democrats took on the
issue of the war's price tag dunng a

White House spokesman Tony
Fratto said fighting terrorism is expen1
sive. "It is also an investment in the
future safety and security of Amencans
and our vital national interests," he
said.
Though most Americans remain
opposed to the war in Iraq, they are now
evenly divided over whether the U.S.
should bnng the troops home or keiv
them there until the country stabilizes,
and over whether the war is going well.
according to a poll released Thursday'
by the Pew Research Center.
That is an improvement from a year
ago, when the troop increase was just
beginning. At the time, most people
preferred a U.S. withdrawal and said
the military effort was going poorly:
Even so, partisan divisions persist, with
Democrats far more negative than
Republicans about the conflict.
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By DAVID CHARY
AP National Wnter
Nt,W Y()RK (AP)— For the
first time in history, more than
one in every 1(X) American
adults is in jail or pnson. according to a new report tracking the
surge in inmate population and
urging states to rein in corrections costs with alternative sentencing programs.
released
report.
The
Thursday by the Pew ('enter on
the States, said the 50 states
spent more than $49 billion on
corrections last year. up from
less than $11 billion 20 years
earlier. The rate of increase for
prison costs was SIX times
greater than for higher education
spending, the report said.
Kentucky had the largest percentage increase in the inmate
population last year, according
to the report.
Using updated state-by -state
data, the report mud 2.319•258
iiinitir sroditalseld in U.S.1sisens
or jails at the %tan of 2008 -one out of every 99. I adults, and
more than any other country in
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return for public safety," said the
project's director, Adam Gelb.
"More and more states are
beginning to rethink their
reliance on prisons for loweroffenders and firgigne
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Public Safety Performance
Project, which is working directly with 13 states on developing
programs to divert offenders
from prison without jeopardiz-

The report said prison growth
and higher incarceration rates do
not reflect a parallel increase in
crime or in the nation's overall
population. instead, it said, more
people are behind bars mainly
because of tough sentencing
measures, such as "threestrikes" laws, that result in
longer'prison stays.
"For some groups, the incap,
ceration numbers are especially,
startling," the report said,
"While one in 30 men between
the ages of 20 and 34 is behind
bars, for black males in that age
group the figure is one in nine.".
The nationwide figures, as of
Jan. I, include 1,596,127 people
in state and federal prisons and
723,131 in local jails — a total
2,319,258 out of almost 230
million American adults.
The report said the United
States is the world's incarcenir
tion leader, far ahead of moil
populous China with 1.5 milIi
ple behind bacs. It said ail
.elso is the leer in inMatel
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4th DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS

Hardfought, but
tough-luck
RACERS DROP THURSDAY
NIGHT'S CONTEST IN
C(X)KEVILLE

Ire
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(4.y MSU Sports Information
COOKEVILLE. Tenn. — The
Munn State Racers dropped a hardFought 71-66 game at Tennessee Tech
Thursday and fell to 16-12 overall and
12-7 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Racers can still clinch the second
seed in the OVC Tournament with a win
Saturday on senior day at the Regional
Special Events Center when they host
UT-Martin at 7:30 p.m.
After falling behind 7-0, the Racers
pot a three-point play from Danero
Thomas to make it a 9-7 Tech lead at the
15:43 mark of the first half.
Thomas hit a three-pointer moments
later and the Racers were down by two,
fl -9.
The Racers had their first lead when
Carter hit a three in transition for a 25-24
lead at the 6:31 mark. Tyler Holloway
hit another long shot with 4:55 left for
another one-point MSU lead at 28-27.
The first half ended with Tech in
front 38-34 after Frank Davis hit a threepointer and Anthony Fisher scored after
tRacer miss.
Murray State started the second half
With a 9-3 run getting baskets from
Danero Thomas, a pair of free throws
from Carter for a 43-41 lead with 15:38
left.
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•See RACERS,38

Having the Last Laugh
ADAMS HAS CAREER-HIGH GAME IN DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP THRILLER
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e
•
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer

pRAFpwai-4..._,Ky.

'UP

BEN WINTERS HERALD-CITIZEN

U's Amadt McKenzie goes to the
in, past MSU's Marvin Williams (left)
!Ind Bruce Carter Thursday night.

Eureka!
iZACER WOMEN GET
FIRST WIN SINCE
I
1993 AT TTU

•••

MICHAEL DAMN / Ledger & Times

Rachel Adams is all smiles as she celebrates the Lady Lakers' thrilling 78-77 double overtime victory over Marshall County Thursday night at ReedConder Gymnasium. Adams finished with 34 points and 14 rebounds, helping Calloway County claim the district hardwood. (Below) Meagan Starks
reacts with a yell of celebration prior to the end of the game.

ffMSU Sports Information
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — The
urray State women's basketball team
mped out to an early lead, but had to
end off several Tennessee Tech charges
ore claiming the 80-70 win in Ohio
alley Conference action.
The win was the 20th for Murray
tate (20-7, 14-5 OVC), marking the
irst time for the Racers to get back-toack 20-win seasons since the 1987-88
d 1988-89 seasons. The win was also
se first for MSU at Tennessee Tech
jiince 1993.
Murray State jumped out to a 9-1
ad. as the Golden Eagles (8-22, 7-13
VC)missed on their first 11 tries from
. e field. That lead expanded to as much
13 points when Gerraca Matthews hit
0 jumper to give MSU a 21-8 lead with
0:32 left in the first half.
1 Tennessee Tech closed out the half
On a solid note. Murray State took a 277 lead when Pam Bell hit a basket with
:52 left in the period, but the Golden
3agles scored the next 10 points, tying
the game at 27-27 when Meagan Lyons
pude a jumpshot with 19 seconds left in
'he half. Amber Guffey hit a basket as
time expired. giving the Racers a 29-27
Isalftime advantage.
: Murray State held Tennessee Tech to
2.8.1 -percent shooting from the field (9for-32) and out-rebounded the Golden
Eagles 22 to 20. but committed 10 first-

r

•See USU. 313

—
All night, Rachel Adams and
Jessica Holder went at each
other like heavyweight boxers
in a title fight.
The two First Region
Player of the Year candidates
each made a strong case for
herself in the 4th District
Championship
Thursday
night, and while Holder ended
up with the higher point total,
Adams got the last laugh and
the hardware, leading her
Calloway County team to a
78*77 victory in a double
overtime thriller.
A Hollywood script couldn't have been more entertaining than the back-and-forth
epic the Lady Lakers and Lady
Marshals put on display at
Reed-Conder Gymnasium. It
was the third meeting between
the two region heavyweights
this season, and though the
Lady Lakers have now won all
three, none was closer or more
hotly contested than Thursday
night's.
After
two-thirds
of
Calloway's "big three" post
players fouled out in the fourth
quarter, Adams was the lone
Lady Laker left standing to

combat Holder in the paint
With Kayla Cunningham and
Aver= Fieldslooking 9 froni
the bench, Adams showed she
was up to the task, scoring 16
points over the two overtime
periods and netting eight of
Calloway's 10 points in double overtime. She finished
with a career-high 34 points
and 14 rebounds.
"I think Rachel Adams
should be considered player of
the year," Lady Laker head
coach Scott Sivills said of his
6-foot-1 center. "I think you
had two Player of the Year
candidates on the floor. It
needs to be a co-player award.
You look at what she's done,
what she's done for our team,
for us to go undefeated in the
region. Rachel Adams has
come a long, long way and she
basically told the region that
she is for real tonight."
Holder was equally impressive for the Lady Marshals.
The junior forward scored her
team's final 10 points in regulation, rallying Marshall from
a 57-52 deficit with little more
than a minute remaining, and
continued to carry her team in
overtime. She scored 39 points
and grabbed 14 boards on the
night.

GET YOUR TICKETS!
Tickets for the fast round of the gins
First Region Tousnernera yea.go en
safe!
6t WS*
Yard Burgers
Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 ter
students There are no reserve chair
seats
First round girls games are Dery

"It was back and forth a Ibt
between us," Adams said of
her mano e mano battle with
Holder in overtime. "She's a
really good player and she had
a great game."
But Holder's
heroics
weren't enough to overcome
the Lady Laken, who played a
four-senior lineup for the
remainder of the game after
Fields fouled out with two
minutes left in regulation.
Guards
Meagan
Starks,
Shelby Webb and Sam Butts
joined Adams on the floor the same lineup, with the
exception of Starks, that finished Calloway's region
championship victory over
Marshall County last year.
"Those kids have been in
that situation before," Sivills
said."When Kayla and Averee
fouled out, they knew they had
to step up. You had four out of
five seniors on the floor.
•See LADY LAKF_RS,48

High-Five
MARSHALL COUNTY HOISTS 4TH DISTRICT
HARDWARE FOR FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. - If there's such a
thing as a good loss, Calloway County's coaching staff might label Thursday night's down-tothe-wire affair against Marshall County as such.
Fueled by emotion from Tuesday night's upset
win over Murray in the first round of the 4th
District Tournament, the Lakers played top-seeded Marshall to a deadlock through three quarters
in the title game. Calloway hung around in the
fourth as well, trailing by just five points with a
minute remaining, but the Marshals iced the 6152 victory at the free throw line and hoisted the
hardware for the fifth consecutive year.
With the loss. Calloway will face a champion
from one of the region's other three districts in
the first round of the First Region Tournament
MICHAEL DAMN F Ledger 8, Times next week.
An upbeat Lane said after the game his team
Calloway's George Garner puts up this shot over
Marshall County's Denver Seay in the second half did everything asked of them, short of pulling out
a victory.
Thursday night in Draffenville

GET YOUR TICKETS!
Tickets for the first round of the boys First Region Tournament
will go on sale Monday at 8 a m at Calloway County High
School
Tickets are $7 to( chair seats 55 for adults and $3 for stu.
dents
All boys games Ma be played at the Regional Special Events
Coster

"We just wanted to be right there in the fourth
quarter and we were," the first-year Laker coach
said."Last game over here we played pretty good
for three quarters, but this is the first time we've
really put four quarters together against them."
Tyrrell Willis and George Gamer both turned
in double-digit performances and crashed the
offensive glass for 18 second-chance points, 10
more than the Marshals got. Willis carried
Calloway at times, such as the fourth quarter,
when he scored on two consecutive drives to the
basket, cutting a seven-point Marshall lead down
to three.
Willis finished with 19 points and 12 boards,
•See LAKERS,48
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SKYHAWKS LOOKING TO BREAK 0-17 SLUM

INSIDEMSU
Arnold Ole OVC
The eight teams in the 3008
OVC Toumarnent field have been
set. Austin Puy (No. I seed) is the
only team to clinch its seed. The
other seven seeds will be determined
after Saturday's games. 11a other
seven teams in the field are
Morehead State, Murray State. UT
Martin, Eastern Kentucky, Samford,
Tennessee Tech and Tennessee
State.
Austin Peay clinched its second
consecutive OVC regular season
title with a 65-59 win over the
Eastern Kentucky University mafs
basketball team Thursday night in
McBrayer Anna.
Morehr_ad, Eastern Illinois and
Samford all won last night
The Racers would win the tie
breaker over Morehead State and
even with a faith place finish, MSU
would still host a first-round home
game Tuesday.
If the tournamait were to start
today, the Racers would host last
night's winner Tennessee Tech.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
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From Page 113
half turnovers to TTU's five.
A three-pointer by Tech's
Blair Bowens early in the second half tied the game at 31all, but Murray State went on a
9-0 run, as Guffey made one of
two free throw attempts before
sinking a three, Shaleea Petty
made a three-point play and
Matthews made a layup to give
MSU a 40-31 lead with 15:59
remaining in regulation.
Tennessee Tech pushed
back, trimming the MSU lead
to two points twice, the last
time coming when Allison
Price hit a basket to close Tech
to within 45-43 with 11:20 left,
but a three-point play by Petty
and a bucket from Jessica
Jackson pushed the Racers
back out to a 50-43 lead.
Tennessee Tech hung close,
getting back to within three
when Bowens hit a trey to pull
the Golden Eagles to within

mi Racers

9'

.7

51
70
72
-67'
-34
'
7 I,
7e •
-52o,
70
-56
-66
30

From Page 1B
After falling behind by five.
the Racers regained the lead at
the 8:00 mark on a three from
Danero Thomas. MSU took a
two point lead with 4:30 left
when Marvin Williams scored
on a drive.
With 3:22 remaining, the
Golden Eagles had a 61-60 lead
when Daniel Northern scored
over Easley.
The Racers were down 64-60
when Carter re-entered the game
after sitting out with his fourth
personal foul at the 6:28 mark.
He hit a shot in the paint to make
it a two-point Till lead with
2:15 left.
Again, Caner hit a shot in the
lane to make it a two point game
with 1:35 left, seconds later the
Racers made a steal, but Carter
was called for traveling going in
for a tying dunk.
MSU forced another TTU
turnover, but Kevin Thomas' try
for the equaling points in a drive
down the lane was no good.
MSU fouled Fisher with 26.8
seconds left, he missed the front
end of a one-and-one, but Tech's
Northern was fouled. The officials ruled he-was bleeding and

was replaced by Frank Davis
who hit both shots for a 68-64
Tech lead.
The Racers never had a
chance to tie in the final seconds
in the 71-66 final.
Danero Thomas and Carter
paced the Racer attack with 15
points each.
GAME NOTES
The Racers are now 113-45
all-time against Tennessee Tech
and 41-36 in Cookeville, Tenn.
The home team has won the last
six games in the series.
Bruce Carter now has 18
straight games with 10 or more
points.
The Racers now prepare for
Saturday's regular season final
when they welcome the
Skyhawks of Tennessee-Martin
to the Regional Special Events
Center. The Racers have never
lost to UTM at home in 17 meetings. The game will mark senior
day for Bruce Carter and Ray
George. A ceremony honoring
the Racer pair will take place
before the game. MSU has won
their last five senior day games
and haven't lost one since 2002
when Morehead State beat MSU
in the RSEC.
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TV, radio

SPEED

TODAY
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.

NASCAR. Spool Cup, practice for UAW-Dodge 400, at Las Vegas
3:30 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR, klabonvecie
Series, practice for Sam's Town 300 at
Las Vegas
5:30 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR. Sprint Cup. pole
4ualifying for UAW-Dodge 4.00 at Las

BOXING
8 p.m.
E6PN2- Super middleweights Allan
(26-1-01 vs Samuel Miter 119at Marksvilie. La
GOLF
3 p.m.
Tour
PGA
The Honda Classic
IGC Second round. at Palm Beach
Osidens, Et
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8:30 p.m.
ASSIC - NCAA Division II,
EiSPN
tiAA semifinal teams TEA, at
CittaricAte, N C
fik
10:30 p.m.
- NCAA Drnsion II
semifinal. teems TBA, at
done NC isame-day tape)
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
10PN - Utah at Neiv Orleans
9:30 p.m.
.PN
L A Clippers at Denver

tr

CLASSIC

BEN WINTERS

HERALD-CITIZEN

TTU's Amadi McKenzie dnves to the rim past MSU's Bruce
Carter Thursday night.

GET A JUMP ON

Spiting Cah Caiu2
Spring is just around the corner.
Beat the rush and call today to schedule a tune-up!
• Oil Change • Fuel Filter Change • Radiator Flush
• Brake Inspection
• Transmission Service • Fuel Injection Service
VOTED FAVORITE AUTO REPAIR IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
YEARS IN A ROW!

Cunqjpgham
ii/Si!ER-410
•

AUTO REPAIR

4;77.AutoCare
Center

619 S. 4th St • 753-6831 • Hrs: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.- Fri.

•

64-61 with 3:53 remaining, but
back-to-back baskets from
Jackson and Angela Brown
pushed MSU back out to a
manageable lead. Another 6-0
run by the Racers pushed MSU
back out to a double-digit lead
and kept Tennessee Tech at
arm's length.
"I'm really proud of this
team, the way they fought,"
said MSU head coach Jody
Adams. "They had to dig deep
to get this win tonight. I really
appreciate their fight and their
hard work and dealing with a
lot of adversity. They really
hung tough. I thought that Pam
Bell held us in there in the first
half. The bottom line was: she
was rebounding her tail off.
Defensively, when she moves
her feet, she can defend the
best of them.
"In the first half, I can't say
our defensive presence caused
a lot of Tennessee Tech's
shooting problems, but we got
after it and held them to oneshot possessions. When they,
made their comeback, theN
were able to get second and
third looks and had a lot of second-chance points and transition baskets."
Murray State was led by
Guffey's 18 points on 4-for-6
shooting from the field(3-for-3
from three-point range) and 7for-8 shooting from the line.
Matthews had 13 points off the
bench on 6-for-9 shooting from
the floor, and Petty, Ashley
Hayes and Alaina Lee each had
10 points. Pam Bell had a
game-high 11 rebounds and a
game-high three blocked shots.
while Petty had six to go with a
game-high four steals.
Tennessee Tech was led by
Bowens, who had 16 points
and three assists. Kristina Tyler
added 12 points and a teamhigh eight rebounds, while
Lyons had II points and seven
rebounds. Marissa Hensley had
10 points and six rebounds,
while Price added points, four
assists'and three steals.
Murray State closes out its
regular-season schedule on
Saturday against UT Martin.
The Racers will honor its four
senior ,plfayer, and senior; manager taking part in their last
season at MSU. Tipoff is set for
5:30 p.m.
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Thursday s Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
3rd District Championship
Graves Luu2 Mayfieid 49
4th District ChistilpiOnStiSp
Marshali Go 61, Cattily CO 52
5th District First Round
Livingston Central 63, Cnnenden Co 57
Lyon Co 75, Tngg Co 56
17th District Semifinal
Central Harden 62, John Hardin 53
Elizabethtown 76 North 1-4ardin 64
19th District First Round
Bardstown 74 Washington Co 36
20th District First Round
Taylor Co 61 Marion Co 50
23rd District Championship
Lou Central 65 Lou Shawnee 62
25th District Championship
Lou DuPont Manual 55. Lou Male 45
213th District First Round
Lou Eastern 60 Lou Ky Country Day
25
Lou Jettersontown 63 Lou Chnshan
Academy 60
30th District First Round
Shelby Co 52 Spencer Co 39
32nd District Championship
Simon Kenton 65 Walton-Verona 50
39th District Championship
Mason Co 104, Augusta 49
48th District First Round
Wayne Co 67. Monticello 34
52nd District Semifinal
Bell Co 59, Cawood 57
Cumberland 59, Middlesboro 53
54th District Championship
Hazard 70 Buckram 54
56th District First Round
Powell Co 67. Lee Co 56
59th District Championship
Shelby Valley 73. East Ridge 1 1
60th District Championship
Phelps 61 Pike Co Central 50
Girls Bask/Wail
lit District Championship
Fulton Co 44. Hickman Co 39
2nd District Championship
Paducah Tilghman 66 Lone Oak 51
3rd District Championship
Ballard Memorial 53. Graves Co 47
4th District Championship
Calloway Co 78 Marshall. Co 77, 20T
6th District Championship
Henderson Co 71, Webster Co 56
7th District Championship
Madisonville-North Hopkins 50. Hopkins
Co Central 44
6th District Championship
Christian Co 72, Hoplunsvilie 62

9th District Championship
Owensboro Catholic 61 Apollo 52
tOth District Championship
Ohio Co as. Muhleoberg North 77
11th District Championship
Meade CO 61. Hancock Co 49
12th District Championship
Grayson Co 50. Ednionson Co 43
13th District Championship
Franklin-Simpson 74 TOM1 Cc Central
62
15th District Championship
Barren Co 52. Glasgow 35
16th District Championship
Cumberland Co 51. Russell Co 32
22nd District Championship
Lou iroguois 65, Lou Butler 62
23rd District Championship
Lou Presentation 59. Lou Central 61
24th District Championship
Lou Fairdale 60 Bullet East 53
25th District Championship
Lou DuPont Manual 65. Lou Mercy 43
27th District Championship
Lou Sacred Heart 59 Lou Ballard 51
33rd District Championship
Boone Co 59, Conner 51
34th District Championship
Dixie Heights 49 Ludic)* 43
35th District Championship
Notre Dame 72, Coy Holy Cross 37
38th District Championship
Harrison Co 62. Pendleton Co 313
39th District Championship
Mason Co 63. Bracken Co 4)
45th District Championship
Lincoln Co 72, DanviNe 57
46th District Championship
East Jessamine 67. Mercer Co 64
47th District Semifinals
Rockcastie Co 66 Casey Co 57
49th District Championship
Clay Co 43 North Laurel 41
50th District Championship
South Laurel 54, Whitley Co 52
55th District Championship
Breathitt Co. 79. Wolfe Co 35
56th District First Round
Esaii Co 50, Owsley Co 48
57th District Championship
Johnson Central 67, Paintsville 53
58th District Championship
Betsy Layne 67, Allen Central 45
60th District Championship
Belfry 67. Phelps 52
61st District Championship
Rowan Co 76, Bath Co 32
62nd District Championship
Morgan Co 51. West Carter 34
64th District Championship
Ashland Blazer 47. Boyd Co. 35

FBI looks into if pitcher lied when
he testified to Congress
WASHINGTON (API - The
FBI took up the Roger Clemens
case, told by the Justice
Department to investigate whether
the star pitcher lied when he testi.•
fled to Congress he never took
performance-enhancing drugs.
The FBI's involvement was

announced one day after the leaders of the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee
told Attorney General Michael
Maitillay:"Aer •

even‘5
-,14ute
.
"
,

whether Clemens told the truth
under oath at a Feb. 5 deposition
and Feb. 13 public hearing.
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basketball team
Members of the Calloway County Lady Laker

day night
Marshall County in double overtime Thurs

•Lady Lakers
ron, Page 1B
I lit', ,ffi kid, stepped up and
made big play after big play."
Marshall had opportunities to
%k in the game at the end of regulation and as the butier sounded
on the first os crime, hut coulda't consert. After two Calloway
turnoxers in the final seconds of
the fourth quarter, the Lady
Marshals had an inbounds pass
under 'alloway 's basket, but
Butts deflected a
The Lad) !Akers tied the
game at 68 on a three-point play
11) Adams in the final minute of
0%cl-time. hut Marshall guard
Jordan Gilland launched a halfourt prayer as lime expired that
bounced oil the hack of the rim.
overtime.
double
In
:Callowas held a 75-74 lead with
:under a minute remaining and
began to stall the game. forcing

the Lady Marshals to foul.
Starks connected on two free
throws and Marshall guard
Laken Tabor missed a three on
the other end.
The Lady Marshals then
fouled Adams. who missed her
first free throw but hit the second. giving Calloway an insurmountable four-point lead with
under 10 seconds remaining. A
three-pointer by Tabor at the
buzzer was meaningless.
In his postgame interview.
Sivills was well aware of his
team's good fortune.
"What do you say about this
game? It's one of those games
where you don't want anyone to
lose." he said. "We just lucked
out that we had the ball last. The
game could have went either
way. I just give our kids a lot of
credit for not giving up when

those kids fouled out."
The Lady Lakers jumped
out to a 12-5 first-quarter lead.
but allowed Marshall to come
back in the second. Instead of
working the ball inside,
Calloway settled for long-range
jumpers, and the Lady Marshals
took a 21-18 lead into the break.
"We didn't do a great job of
getting the ball inside in the first
half, but on the other hand we
had some excellent shots by our
guards," Sivills said. "We made
some adjustments at halftime.
knowing we had to go inside to
Rachel or Kayla or Averee. We
started doing that and got to the
free throw line more."
Calloway trailed by as much
as six in the fourth quarter, 4741, before surging hack to take
the lead. The Lady Lakers
turned the ball over on four con-

and
possessions
secutive
watched Cunningham foul out
on an offensive foul. But
Calloway responded with a 12-0
run sparked by two Starks threepointers.
"Adversities happen and
you have to overcome them,"
Sivills said. 'Tonight I felt like
we overcame four or five adversities.**
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's
County
Calloway
Thursday night
County's Jamie Dowdy for two of his 19 points

•Lakers

a 7-0 run to start the fourth quarFrom Page 18
ter, but Willis helped bring
both team-highs, and Gamer
Calloway hack to within thtee.
seven
Marshall Co 5 16 14 23 10 9 -- 77
and
racked up 17. points
But Marshall forward Cory Ybrk
Calloway Co 12 6 16 24 10 10 — 78
rebounds.
took the wind out of the Lakers'
But Calloway needed a third
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player to step up
the corner sparked another 7-(1
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deeper Marshals, and they didn't
putting the orange
FG: 25-57 3-pt: 3-13 FT: 25-34
Brock Marshall run,
get it. Freshman
Rebounds: 36 Turnovers: 15 Fouls:
double-digits for The
by
ahead
points
Simmons scored eight
22
first time in the game at 54-414.
Marshall Co. (21-10) — Holder 39
after exploding for a career-high
4
Fisk
7
Smith
7
Things were looking grim for
Lawson 12 Tabor
the
But
.
Murray
23 against
Thomas 4 Gilland 3 Flak 1
ay, but Thompson kept
Callow
Marshals played lockdown
FO: 24-57 3-pt: 3-13 FT: 26-35
hanging on by a
Lakers
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Rebounds: 38 Turnovers: 16 Fouls:
defense on Simmons all
o-back steals
back-t
with
thread
25
evening, giving him very few
and layups that cut the lead back
open looks.
to five. But from there.
"He was really a focus part of
Calloway had to put Marshall at
County
ll
Marsha
our defense,"
the line and hope for the best.
assistant Ron Winemiller said.
They didn't get any breaks —
"We did not want to let him go
Marshals shot 17-of-19 from
the
.
hopeful
ntial
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Democr
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big
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h on the turn, said Oden would work
feel more comfortable, they'll
0.1.•ii came out in support of and some researc
"Every time they needed a
• %slide rehabbing his knee. Grei,
the campaign to reach out to take shots they wouldn't have
big bucket, they got it and every
young voters in Ohio, where he taken before."
time we needed one there in the
basketball.
played college
Shawn
an
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school, and Oregon
two breakaway layups that kept
Just a few days after his the Lakers alive late in the the effort.
"They just kind of keep wearendorsement of Mama. Oden fourth quarter, but no other red
on you. They just keep
ing
Laura
Lady
introduced First
jersey scored any more than two
bringing guys in. Some of the
Bush at a Portland youth confer- Thursday night.
guys that hurt us in the past didence — proving he's strictly
"Against good teams, it's
kids.
to
n't hurt us tonight really, but
comes
it
bipartisan when
gone like that." Lane said of his
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Marshall also got double-digit
performances from guard Scott
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Seven Marshals played more
than 10 minutes and all seven
scored, a product of a bench that
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sOden throws support in favor of Obama
Murray State Basketball

IGHT
SENIORMaNrc
h 1st
Saturday,

RACERS VS. UT-MART1N

Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car,Truck,
Van or SUV You Are
In Need Of.

N

P
\STO/

Angela Brown

Bruce Carter

Ray George

Tickets: 809-4895
or Ticketmaster.com

www.GoRacers.com

PREMIER NISSAN
Cal Now
1-888-FAST-YES
or Apply Online At

www.fastyes.com
— 24 HOURS A DAY —
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HAIR GALLERY

I want to thank the ones that brought food
and flowers. Thanks for the pallbearers, the
singers and all the undertakers. Everyone was
so nice. My husband and sister will be sadly
missed.
Thanks for everyone. May God bless you.
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$2,942,387.91
$2,695,819.39
$139,625.50
$178,899.22
$15,024.00

ca2

649,194.60
$4.114.113
87,470,486.13

Mlles 19
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'T: 110
6 Fouls:
Mand 18
Noland 5
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fecRalf•
Joann tt0-547-1667.
LOST: Female Boxer,
2 yrs. old, reward

Grand Opening
Special!

offered. (270)753-3958
060
Hs WanNd

565.00
Will Mail Order
You Pick Up
Send check or money order to

82,851,895.29
$2,575,383.09
8131,807.44
8132,644.24
$791,510_76
$6,677.00
814834
$35,607 12

ACCOUNTING clerk
Payroll. NP, NR. Exce
experience a must.
Willingness to learn.
Pleasant personality.
Call 270-438-2798 ask
for Lorraine.

Rex's Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Phone 270436-2189
Offer Good 30 Days
Thanks Rex

8531,184.96
837,881.72
826,691.78
• $4,193.21
$3.689.12
$24,583.26
61,000.00
$35,769.56
$49,194.00
$7.563.03
$7247,423.92

APPO10P4P
Attn. Fishermen: Keep This Ad!,
k: OPEN 24-7
a) Rex's (tti„
Worm Farm

4600 Irvin Cobb Rd., Murray, KY 42071
270-436-2189
• Red Worms • Meal Worms
• Wax Worms • Nightcrawlers
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Numeritex Displays
manufactunng company. is seeking
to
reliable, well organized individuals
time
pan
and
Full
base
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ng
our
expandi
J
assist
and
Saks. Castigate Service. Shipping.
Production peddler available Work week
Mon-Fri. 8-5. no weekends
,
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Email resumes and letterc of interes
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:
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Check us out
on the Web!

BUSY Physician office
in need of
Clerical/Front
Desk/Nursing
.
Assistant. MondayFnday 9-5. Please
send resume 8 references to P.O. Box
1040-B Murray, KY
42071
CAREER OPPORTUNITY Local insurance
office has opening for
an entry-level staff
position. If you are
pleasant and personable, career-minded
ambitious, a sell starter
with good work habits,
please apply in person
at 707 South 12th,
Suite A. Murray, KY.
NO PHONE CALLS!
DAYCARE Teacher
needed Must be able
to work a flexible
schedule of 20 to 25
hrs a week or more If
interested call Higher
Praise Learning
Center. (270)753-2777

(270)436-2399
LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCED
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR,
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
www.twilightcabaretproductions.org

REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center has recently'
implemented an electronic medical record
and charting system and we are looking for
Registered Nurses to ioin our progressive
nursing department Full-time and paroune
positions and flexibk schedules are availabk
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee New grads are welcome
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus & a career
ladder program Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray,KY 42071

PRN Training and working all shifts as needed Must be flexible and mature If you would
t
enjoy working with the elderly and a pleasan
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr. Murray

Bntthaven of Benton is current
applications for the following positions:

• Director of Nursing of a 34 bed unit
• RN charge nurse
• LPN
We offer competitive wages along with an
be
excellent benefit package. Applicants must
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street.
Benton, KY 42025

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

HOME HEALTH AIDE

CLINICAL PRACTITIONER to providel
direct services to clients of this agency as permitted under their professional licensure or cer-

has
The Purchase District Health Department
is a
an opening for Home Health Aide. This
s
full-time benefit position, providing service
in Graves County. When hired, the applicant
will provide personal care and homemaking
services to clients in their homes. Hours may
with
vary. Use of personal vehicle is required,
is
mileage reimbursement. Starting salary
$7.90 per hour.
te
Education/Experience: High school _gradua
nce
or GED. Appropriate aide related efperie
a
may substitute for education requirements on
year-for-year basis for a maximum of four (4)
years. Experience as an aide in a home health
agency, community health agency nursing
must
facility or hospital. all or part of which
to
have been in the previous 24 months prior
perbecome
To
ment.
employ
for
tion
applica
ion
manent. must pass' competency evaluat
prior to completingjobationary period.

rently hinng for the following position.
RN/LPN- Sat 8 Sun.
5p-6a. Work 12 hrs
get paid for 16 hrs Of
if you need full time
hours and benefits you
may pick up Mon tOp.4101
6a
SRNA Full time 6A-2P
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
PerSOn at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St. Mayfield.
KY 42066

EOE

600 Driftwood Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans. salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

BEST Western needs
housekeeping.Expene
rice preferred. Please
no phone calls.

Nurses Alde/CNA
ojoif \ .11

Producer-Director
Twilight Cabaret
• Theatre Productions

Henry County Medical Center
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
P.O. Box 1030
ito 54,. o
ne
'"" Ole
rtsums W0%44 Axfilintative
.
Represe
Sales
731-644 8472
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servcolven@bcinc-tn.org
icing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Equal Opportunit.s Enyilie
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
ly accepting

GREEN Acres is cur-

753-1752

FULL BREAKFAS 1

ADVERTISING SALES

BABYSITTER needed
Call 270-227-7951

Vle Norms(rack fish Or Die !ming'

Now SERVINC
23 -61

LOST: Chocolate Lab
Lost off Highway 2130
Panorama
near
Shores 1 year old

Attn. Fishermen: Keep This Ad!

'()llr name .scivs i/ (///.
O'er 75 styles to choose
from at lite lowest prices

A

Please No Phone Calls

090
Lost ind Found

$79,861.00
$16,280.72
$37,903.30
$40-09
83047.30

MR. TUXEDO

14 - 52

Designs.
Airbrush
Manicures, Pedicures,
Gel, Fiberglass.
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887

HAN an's Paradise iCall for Pncingi

Intereted persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
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UPPERCUTS
Acrylic Full Set: $20
Fills: $12

EMAIL BSYKESWTHEMURRAYBANK.COM

$44,329.00
$77,720.00
$2,289.00
$22,837.63

my
I certify that this statement, to the best of ion IN
knowledge, is true and correct All informat
subject to Buda
Ray G. Coursey, Jr
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CALL BRENDA SYKES TODAY 9 767-3530 OR
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Hone Monument. Custer State Park. Black
Hills. Mt. Rushmore. Redlands National Park & Morel
Deadwood. Crary

10,000 Ono troth /Aral Worms

Motor Vehicle Usage Tax
Property Tax
Delinquent Tax
Deed Transfer Tax
Motor Vehicle License
Fish & Game
Occupational License
Legal Process Fees
Operating Expense
Salaries/Expense Allow
Social Security
Office Equip/Supplies
Conventionsfrravel
Payments to Sheriff
Payments to Co. Atty
Dues, Postage. etc.
Refunds/Overpayments
Housing Trust Fund
Misc.
Total
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$2110

Slack Hilly &

61,114,744.89
$10,944.34
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tp wear-

Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
1st Sat. of the month
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Usage
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Deed Transfer
Delinquent
Ad Valorem Late Fee
Recordings
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State Fees
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Candidate Filing Fees
.
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Calloway County Clerk's Office
Financial Statement
January 1, 2007 - December 31, 2007
Ray G. Coursey, Jr.

Oarbring

Notice

good. 2008 TRAVEL

UMW
Nodes

Shirley T. Johnson

Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.

www.crad lea ndallboutique.com
200 N. 4th St. & Walnut
Murray, KY 42071

Salon - 759-4952
Store - 759-0146
Cell - 293-8177

Ruby Bray (Euel's Wife)

Waded

HM Weald

NM Wanted

RENAISSANCE

Euel Bra) died Feb. 19, 2008
and Imogene Thursda), Feb. 21, 2008.

-t

060

ICI Neon

Card of Thanks
for Euel B. Bray
and my sister, Imogene Grayal Dworski

VISA

kage. Increase in hourly
Excellent fringe
wage in the first year of employment.
area
Applications may be obtained at any
DO
Purchase District health Center. Resumes
NOT substitute for applications. Pre-employ
must
tions
Applica
d.
require
is
ng
screeni
ment
be submitted to the Purchase District Health
Department by the close of business on March
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
2008.
10,
EMPLOYER

tification. Position will be located at the Lakes
licepse.
Center in Murray/Bcnton. KY drivers
daciA graduate degree in a behavioral health
n,
pline. SEND RESUME TO: Anne Thurma
Health.
HR Director, Four Rivers Behavioral
42001.
425 Broadway, Suite 201, Paducah, KY
Position open until filled. WE

,
•.46reat
subscribe to the
MIRK 41
LEDGER &TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
Walkway)
3 mo.
-.433,00
WAR 3las
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6 am-$6000
1 yr.-SAN 1 yr.--1104.00
Rest of KY/TN
Monies- & bectmen

3 MIX.--01.50
$96.00
6 mo.--SWAN 6 ma.
I yr.-SIAM I yr. .........$145.00

Check

OFFICE CLERK
for
Full time position responsible
Rivers
Four
of
duties
ical
ial/cler
secretar
Behavioral Health - Lakes Office. Duties
recepinclude typing. filing, medical records,
gradHS
:
cations
Qualifi
um
Minim
etc.
tionist,
excelnce,
experie
er
comput
uate or equivalent;
ly.
lent clerical skills. Salary: $569.02 bi-week
Director,
HR
n.
Thurma
Anne
to:
resume
Send
ay
Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425 Broadw
until
Suite 201. Paducah, KY 42001. Open
filled. EOE

Al Other Mall
Stdiscriptions

Money Ord Pe

Visa.

MA

Name_
I St. Address
I City

e
s State_

Zip

I Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

611 • Friday. February 29, 2008

When accessing the
-help wasted" sectioe
oa our assailed,
wet:cage at
usarrayledger
you *di be redirected
to arbnetvoirt cum
By default.
Murray and local icib
saints wilt appear on
dus *thine
Maxey cr. as a national
webute nut an Weals
41 the ionnowork.com
ere placed through
the Murray Lodger
di Times Please call
US if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
tioti listings Thank you.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be Nat the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
togs 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL-Tlme
Salesperson
Full-time parts
person
Apply In person
Murray Horne Auto
976 Chestnut St
Murray.
HELP Wanted
Insurance Customer
Service - Western KY
and Northwestern TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representa
trees Duties include
commercial and personal line insurance
customer service
Salary based on
experience PAC and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate Office
and training provided

SALES help wanted for
insurance
local
agency We VOW* a
arid, range of prod
ucts One of Nations
companies
largest
Insurance experience
not
but
helpful
required. Training will
be provided if neut.
fiery. Send resume to
1040-R
P0- Box
Murray, KY 42071
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF.
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted
Various Part time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees'
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman s Anchor
Resort 8 Manna
12800 US Highway
68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Cal For Appointment
270-354-6568
THE Gentry House,
Inc is seeking applications for the position of
Manager
Case
Applications are available at the Housing
Authority office located
at 716 Nash Drive
Murray KY, and will be
taken until March 7
The
2008 al 3 PM
resume
applicant's
must be attached to
the application A full
lob description will be
provided with the application.
TOYOTA of Murray is
looking for the right
person to become part
of its professional
sales team Apply in
person at 1301 South
12th Street ask for
Chad or Andy

SPACE HAVEN

Ankles
For his

Arnekas
For Sari

DISCLAIMER

Murray Ledger at 'llasatit:

CLASSIFIEDS
Climate Control
Indoor Mini Storage
761-STOR (7867)
207 South 7th St.
Opening Special
1st Month Rent FREE!!

TERRAPIN
STATION
New & Used CDs • Books • DVDs • LPN
Gypsy Rose Clothing & Jewelry
We Buy Used LPs and CDs
920 S. 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Ctx.
Murray, KY 42071

Ending March 15th

S40/month
10x10 - VG/month
1 Ox 15 - $100/month
10x20 - $1 30/month
Office Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30-6:00
Sunday 1:00-5:30
5)00 -

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

(270)753-8926
terrapin(wmurray-ky nut

ANNOUNtliqd
"MARCH MADNESS SALE 2008"
AT CHARLIE'S ANTIQUE MALL
IN HISTORIC HAZEL,KY.
This sale restarts HUGE savings:1:

Up To 70% Off!
Shopping the whole family will enjoy.

OUR BIGGEST SALE EVER
I
'Sale heirg relrl fiat chl thi
••COLLEMBLES"ANTIQUESMark your calendar!
-Sofftethiqgfor Ever,v. one'
Located Downtown Hazel Kentucky
N %tiles from Murray. 12 Mile. from Pare
Hwy.441 at tie KY-TN State Use
0• Sue. 100-5151
Mon -Fri II}00-4:30• Sat. 1030-50
Idornanon 270-492 8175

In,LEAF'YEAR
CALL!
Prices You Won't Believe!
Come see us,
Marjorie & Sabrinia
Friday 10-6• Saturday 10-6
Sunday 1-5
Extended hours for your
convenience.

Agt&ratrliedirioldeeidd
761-7653• Next to Matt B's

•••••

LAKEFRONT PROPERTY
FOR SALE
82 DANIEL LANE
24x52 dou168 water frontage Improved
BA. vaulted
blewide with 40 deck 2 BR, 2
dock, well
boat
ed,
furnish
e.
fireplac
eiling,
main channel.,
and pump, storage shed on
opposite Pine Bluff

;
CALL JEAN BLANKENSHIP s
826
994-4
753-4395 OR

Wens For Sale
***OWNER
FINANCE•••
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean Late model
cloublewide, Country
setting. 3 bed, 2 bath
garage. off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd Murray $4.500 00
Down. $585.00 monthly Call Ruth*
(270)753-2222.
-OWNER
FINANCE***
Credit Check,
No
redone
Completely
2BR IBA singlevade.
water view, easy boat
ramp access Nice
213
covered deck
New
Primrost,
$2.900
Concord5
down $450 month
Call 753-2222
'•'OWNER
FINANCE"
4 BR. 2-1/2 bath,
2.300 3g. ft pool,
detached garage
$4,950 down
$695/rno, 144 Seth
Lane. 753-1011
"OWNER
FINANCE*" 28X68,
3BR. 2 bath, 10 acres
54.950 down $695 00
month, Hardin 7520729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56. 3BR.
28A,$4950 down
$649.00 month, 102
Gilbert St.. Hazel
(270)753-1011

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Unite
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Houma For Rant
2BR. $285. C/H/A.
near MSU Move in
free days. 753-9898
384BR. 2BA available
appliances
now.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR Duplex, water furnished, $700/mo..
lease 8 deposit
required 227-0375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer. Great location
Pet and smoke free
includes
$350mo
water 226-8006

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

501 South 6th 3 bedbath,
1
room
dish
washer/dryer,
washer, refrigerator.
living/dining
stove:
rooms, bonus room,
screened porch, hardwood floors 270-7611317

Lots For Si

Psb Or &Apples
Australian
COLLIE
puppies
Shepherd
Ready now 753-1159.
293-1017

45:
.
SARATOG
3AC.,
FARMS, back right
ner. White fence I)1::
front. 270-519-2290 ^:*:

.
8.
436-285
D°be"nce
female
PAPILLON
pups $250 Brussels
Griffon male pup $125
748-5575
REGISTERED
Staftshire
American
Pitbull puppies for sale
Call 270-227-8471

Acres,*

BERMUDA grass hay
square bales. $6 731514 -WV
The Place to
Start.... Murray
_edger & Times

Rentals
10X19 storage unit.
Murray
Downtown
640 753-9887
A&F Warehousing•
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Rental Property &
Poverty Management
Ser.ices ayailahle
Call 761-7355
cxx 1,.uniersaceereak)

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F

(270)753-1916
400
Yard Sais

INDOOR YARD
SALE
516 MAIN
SAT March 1
8AM-2PM

6.5 acres on Wrath**,
Road. Beautiful bull:::
irig site. $42,000. 751+,...:
5010,293-0425
PARIS, TN anis
22 acres adjoininik:
Tumbling Creek. Goat:.
hunting, great buildinlyf
site. 62,500 an acre 1877-275-0543

"'OWNER
FINANCE*"
Credit Check!
No
Clean & nice 3BR I
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor. appliances, city water 8
sewer. $3.900 down,
month, Call
$475
Ruthie (270)753-2222
-OWNER
FINANCENo credit check, Clean
and nice 38R 1BA
home on lot in Puryear,
1,292 WI , hardwood
appliances, floor,
$3,900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthii::
••
(270)753-2222.
. ar
3BEDROOM, 2Beiff1
with basement in town::
$89,900 Call Tracy •
Williams 0 Campbell
Realty 293-3467 or
759-8780

Hunting. fishing &
DUPLEX 2BR, 1-1/2
camping items
ces.
bath, all applian
Household items
Please Reply to
storage shed. handimen s and women s
Murray Ledger PO
KEY MINI
accessible
cap
clothing. Many
Box 1040-A Murray.
$525/Mo. 436-5685
WAREHOUSES
other items you
KY 42071
'07 16x68 Northern
2BA, 1 don t want to miss!
Built set-up in Hardin. DUPLEX 2BR,
CLEANING houses 2C
HELP Wanted:
1850 St. Rt. 121S
red. 404 13ambi
year
551-800-4
270
IBA
nce
28R
experie
years
Dependable wartstaff
Murray. KY 42071
Ct. North, no pets
3001
759-9553
and kochen help for
4BEDROOM, 213ath,
(270)376-2746
270-753-5562
18)40.
on
Cypress Springs
Champi
93
cleaning
HOME
fenced in backyard on
1-5653
(270)64
Resort. Call tor
38R, 2-Bath, many
277-73414..
4,
large lot in town.
For00101
•ft•
Y
IONALL
EXCEPT
ellbelnenent.
J&L RENTALS
updates. 12x16 deck,
$97,900. Calf Tracy
(270)436-5496
moved. nice. large 2 bedroom
be
must
AGE
MINI-STOR
Williams 0 Campbell
All appliances includContact
-it is
$12.000
IRVIN Cobb Relic
Now renting
Realty_ 293-3467 or
ing washer, dryer 75980
Torn
978-24
Michelle
looking for
Located at 720 S 4th St.
759-8780
Murray
5885 or 293-7085
after
Taylor
759-2040
Housekeeping help
MOM COMPUTERS
%
36-54
270-4
like
MUST Seel, Just built
large.
nice
EXTRA
Rd
5.00PM
Must be available
Service,Sales
brick
sq.ft.
2.500
3-6906
new. 2BR, 2 Bath, ww
270-29
weekends (270)436
for
RepairsUpgracies
Home
Mobile
93
*
home. Double garage..
ckrpet, appliances.
581it
759.3556
bed2
16x80
sale
Knight's
Murray Ledger &
MURRAY Store and
Pnvate & beautiful, 2+ •
almost new. 8595Jmo
rooms 2 bathrooms
10IN Murray's favorite
Lock presently has
acre lot, 3/4-mile
141043 Hilhvood 753Times
ph.
must be moved
Medical
'Home
:
units available. 753town. $139.000 270:
Hazel, KY
3018
435-4009 cell 227Equipment Company"
2905 or 753-7536.
519-8570 by owner. G
LEASIN
NOW
4475 call evenings
Due to growth we are
Murray.
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
1. 2 & 3bedroom Aps
only $7000
accepting applications
ISO
PREMIER
3
753-363
We accept Section
&robes
for Full-time 'Rasp
ONLY ONE LEFT,
MINISTORAGE
8 vouchers
BUYING
For Sae
Therapist' Must be
beautiful large 2 bed*Inside climate control
at Nun-Cal Apts
Apply
and
trucks
in
cars,
Junk
license certified
rooms with fireplace
storage
902 Northwood Dr
USED Oak lumber
HD Televisions
stale of KY Benefits tractors 436-5235
delivery and set
•Secunty alarmed
Monday.
2
$800
2x12x1
Apply at
by Olympic
CUrre
available
$19.995 Won't last
•Sale & clean
CASH paid for
Wednesday, Fnday
Plaza to see our selec- 2x8x12 $500
Holland Medical 905
17311584-9429
•We sell boxes,
used guns
4
Phone
759498
15c
toot
per
2x6
tion of HD televisions
Stadia CV. Murray
•We rent U-Hauls
Benson Sporbng
Equal Housing
Fiat screen Plasma 8 2x4 per foot 10c
12th
753-9600
519S
Goods,
Opportunity
TING
MARKE
telephone pole 7
on
Protecti
Rear
LCDs
Murray
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Pleasant voices need
$500
LG, Toshiba
also
PARKSIDE
ed for easy phone
telephone pole 13
NICE 2BR trailer no
GOLD Gallery
SMALL 1BR nonHitachi 8 Sony We
STORAGE
work No selling
in Benton pays top
pets 753-9866
smoking apt upstairs,
have a large selection $1000
e
immediate tuliman
6-5762
availabl
dollar for your old
(270)43
paid,
water
Cenof entertainment
lime pOSti101111 Work
gold' Broken chains
now. no pets
ters 8 TV carts
lawn For IMO
Monday Friday $7saver
rings eel
$260/mo 753-5980
Beasley Antenna &
s
Amaarice
$16 per-hour Paid
coins We've been
Satellite 759-0901
1 8 2 bdr apts No
753-8756 759-1369
weekly. Cal 762-9900
buying gold for 29pets Leave a mesHouma For Rae
,
Gellert
Gold
rears
LAiOUT/INSPECTIO
LARGE
sage 270-753-1970
MECHANIC
Hey 641 Benton. KY
N Equipment
Part time
SELECTION
2. 3 & aBR houses
1 Bedroom apartment.
111 North 12th Street
Call (270)627-3372
Granite
Txtrx18*
Apply at Murray renti
deposit
&
USED APPLIANCES
Lease
clean and nice, all
that
Suite B, Murray
Plate
mowers
RIDING
Suttee*
Sens
required. 753-4109
appliances including
WARD-ELKINS
COMMERCIAL properneed work. 270-436- 17 Dial Height Gauge
200 East Mort, Murray
BR
pets
No
W/D
2
11th,
206 S
Oct the Square MLl'Oi
ty 4 shops. 9 storage
(41 1-2-3 Blocks
tile
(270)436-5496
Piosil taking applies- 2867
floors,
wood
buildings 6.800 sq.?!
13
V-Blocks wclan
753-17
(2)
(270)
ns
positlo
ell
for
lions
4BR/2BA.
kitchen, washer, dryer. Immediate
BRICK
income
I OR 2br apts near
jalr,
Starrett
(2)
Apply
and all shifts
refrigerator furnished
3,000 sq.ft living, 2 car'
Murray
rented
Fully
downtown
Screws
Sonlc
Deposit
In person at
pets
No
garage. detached 6 car
area
Downtown
starting at S200/mo
(II 3x3x3 Angle Plate
Drtv•-In. 217 S 121e
New
required, 753-8281, 5198.000 i2701753garage/shop
753-4109.
Plate
Angle
4x4x8
II(
Murray Ledger k Times lair
St., Murray, KY No
753-5902
C/H,A, New paint, car9887
-year
Gage Block Set
hrin
1
1/./..
apt,,
t
BR
&
182
House% Ad Notice
FOR sale Couch
phone cane.
pet, floors. New refrig2811 with new inside
Neve never used
lease. 19F1 $350 00
-;
love's/A In earth tones
At real estate advertned hewn
erator. 2 acres, 2 miles.
plus ref stove dishOTR dmeers needed
$)65 firm for ail 270- good condibon $225 29R $47500 Can
ii tublect to the Federal he
front Murray on 121S.
wages
Competitive
washer 8 outside stor210-0710
Hamlet North Apts
Housing Act. which miles it
obo (270)753-3178
WASTE oil: WC pick
00 a
$500
building
and benefits Home
age
. 759-9982
24
illegal to advertise aiza=X
sided 12'
2
9
753-755
oil
motor
never
table,
used
up
NEW pool
knntanon or
every 2 weeks Must
month plus deposit no
SOLID Oak table welt
Billboard
Dupini
BY Owner- Brick 38R,
2BR 2BA
Drum exchange MDF
used I'-state solid
on bawd ce rex cat me
pets 270(93-564
have Class A COt with
claw feet 4 chairs and
641
Hwy
Location
28A, new paint, carces
411.
al applian
lirmilar,Wild'sr
270436-2215
garage,
wood, carved legs.
myrarnurn 1 years OTR
leaf $35000 AbSouth (Midway area)
32 brick ranch or
or aged sign or idee•
pet. full walkout base5
436-568
$650.
ace package. retails
Clean
experience
lounge ultra, like new
bets wise an suck pearPOC is Mike Conley
Melrose City utilities
ment, C/H/A, new well
selling for
$4.500,
avail
6-6067
nts
0100146
MVR
hilueons or drone*
$8000 (270)767-2229 29R apartme
All electric 2 car
ARO,
0 OBAR
pump, storm windows.
$1.600, must sell
I
location
able. Great
'I,..
PH:'270.293,3232
garage Large fenced
PADUCAH Real Estate
2
car garage. deck. 1
0-1031
(573)30
month
year tease, I
Stan laws kiitikt demirmanon
yard New
Aped night licensing
acre land with mature
New m
753adNertning
tub.
rental
pets
hot
sale
m
no
the
08
depose,
sys
air
&
heat
-0789
Vacuum
central
°RECK
dem 270-223
trees. Charlie Miller
GARAGE. office or
real estate heed xi tato in
person.
2905
tern, annual lease
cleaners bags & belts
deloseedems yahoo. package. 8-7
Rd minutes from
paid lot set-up for a
addition tii those protected
ozone.
into.
46
714P,
580K 29R duplex. 28A
1989 Case
Ray 270-767-0615
can
Jerry s Sporting
under rederat law
used car lot $750
Murray oft 641 North
water lel. FtA werren- Goods Mayfieid
4WDr, garage. No pets 753XtendaHoe
313R, 111A. Brick with
$87,500.(270)753703-4768
PAN9TING contrecAor ty. Retail
k, will knowri0 accept an
Muel
runs good $14.500
7457 or 227-3054.
hardwood floors,
7549 or (586)764is recruiting evenOFFICE or retail space advertising hr real Mae which
mei: 14.200. 573-300- SATELLITE System
CM 293-2512
awimvIatg,ro4l.w All
professional
nosey remodeled, no
6477
snood
nice
locaduplex.
e
Pnrne
29R
availabl
1031
FREE
Ire hereby Wormed
pets 1710 Farmer
pourneymen painters
Chi/A, appliances furtion 753-2905. 293Gel a 4-morn FREE
irldwefiripthr•amed me
2000 Ford Ranger.
Ave
locaWall hove 4-years pro
Various
nished
art in equal opporte1480
HD
or
FREE OVA
111'111 DIAll
Endinsil
$700 monthly
Painting 67k. 911200
hes
Sessional
tions Coleman RE
1)1 III HI lilt ,
s,
FREE 6
upgrade
OFFICE, 2 shop
ring,
ment
Engage
3-4602
1270)29
experience Position
8
753-989
For !tether dyadic,
months of HO prolarge lot on Arcadia
55ct S750/offer
MOTORCYCLE
includes benefit plan
to'HD
gramming
Circle $500 monthly, Housing Adverb.(2701978-3068
helmets. packets. &
Health
raw" contact
including
upgrade Get months 3
$500 deposit 753tilt
is \\
Rene PIAlarr ' He- lint
saddMbege. Jerry's
*I Compartment SS
Calloway (;arderas.sex
Retirement & paid
&
HBO
of
9
FREE
759-136
8756.
Sporting Goods.
sink wkiancl sank 12'
traditions To
x
ema
Cin
Mayfield.
long• kuP•nor- range
apply call 753-6895 &
Programming starts at
commercial 24124 gill
Diugurd Drive • Murray KY 42071
leave voice message
00
$5
•
mo
per
.1.01,00
gas $29 99
LAKE house. Three
w 2 burners
NIXAcents
No woolk
Cal
s
for local network
bedroom 2 bath well
Refrigerator glass slid AKC Registered Shah
accepted Tha coopsBeasley Antenna
double garage, watertug doors 54W-260-76
Tzu
puppies.
ny a an equal opportuSatoh* for more info
all
UOUIDATION Sine
front lot, with trees,
for
$500
T
1 male 1350, 1
nity employer
759-0901 or ioN free
All 2006 Homes Must
One and Teo Bedniorn Apartments
1
@brags shed, floating...
4-215
(270)47
female $400 reedy
rribli apartment
877-456-0901
Alt
and
Heat
Central
Go,
boat dock. concrete::
March 6th (270)559TREADMILL- Prolonn
ion.
Msweenance
Applkat
ng
N...epti
Unbeilevabe• Deets
boat
E222 (2701851-8148
75hp.
560s.2
XP
with
nce
Experie
Save
Only 4 left
CRP'.
5275.000 00
eh
(2701554-7346 day;
prophets
6
boa.
183155
p.m..
12
a.m.
8
painting
repairs
(Me Hours
' Cal now
Thousands,
753-2905 or 293-859:I.::
time
$560
ng
4
p.m.
anhonI
to
1
Morel
p.m.
Resume to 106
731 584-9429
(210)753-7486
12IPt Si

Carpet & Floors

Over 40 years,exp.
Sales & Installation

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

90 days
same as cash

Call us we will bo
glad to help.

753-7728

270-753-1916

/5- Grobal
Mortgage
Link

NO MONEY DOWN
PURCHASE
753-7407

SCRAP
CARS

PASS.

C4

Downs

Apartments

1505

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Nhorray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Friday, ebruary 29, 201)8 • ?Et

M

ess WPM

a5 —

•
(abinetry •
(ountertops
•Dec oral;e Hardware •Free C'onsuirattoa

c
Kitchen
8.r_ Bath
mos

INCO••0•4014 0
4

4,

Missy Dunlap
Owner/Designer
643 S.4th St., Murray,KY
(270)76l-RO6E(7673)
(270)293-17•4(Cell)

lisowroom Open By Appointment

Installation Ai actable'
.

NADEAU
CONSTRUCTION
All110‘11-

114PROL Mit

f

Ii

S
NEED A VEHICLE?
C .C.ok
270-753-4461
705 S 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles

11,
0S 0111 01191.1

nadeauconstruction.net
LAICELAND CHEM DRY

CARPET
'CLEANING
SPECIAL
3 Rooms for $75.00
Clean & protect for $99.00,

r &
wn,
Call
22

No Soaps or Harsh Detergents
Carpets dry in 2-3 hours.

www.chemdry.com
(270)759-1569
or(800) 273-5184

ean
1BA
ear,
ood
cee•
475
uthro

Mark CAN do it!
Caniiddetalathii

0

7

V

.•
built •
brick:
rage
Ile to.
270::
wnet,

Drywall & interior Painting
'Minor Electrical/Plumbing
Custom Cabinets & Doors
kitchen/Bath Remodel
Ceramic Tile

•SMALL JOBS A SPECIALTY

(270)873-9069
Calhoon Construction,LLC
,

General Contracting

. Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
iRepairs, Concrete & Roofing

!Office: 270-761-6790
• Cell: 270-978-1007

R/28A.
g. 2 cat' .
fd 6 car .
New
nt, car• refrig2 miles.
121S.
38R
Car-

base-

a Wel,
dOVOK •
clot

N
brick( home.
'
haratoga Spnngs I,
30- 384, LR. OR,
Kitchen, Sun-room,
2.950 sq ft. heated
$289,000. 293-2582
NEW
Construction.
Just
Finished.
Saratoga II 4BR 284
contemporary home
24 hour recorded message 800-986-2789
extension 2081
NICE older home,
clean. 2-large bedrooms. IBA. 1,500 sq.
ft C/H/k fenced, separate apt., carport. out
bolding'. $63,900
437-4062
293-5485

ature

RENT

T1
orth

Coldwater
2-38R
home 800-986-2789
extension 2051

Three
with
watertrees.

2006 Chevy Malibu
LTZ, 34k, loaded,
excellent condition,
has remaining factory
warranty. $14,500
(270)
705-5818
2004 Volvo 540,
97,500 mites, sun-roof,
AWFWCD, dark blue
exterior with tan intenor. $9,600. Call 7538802 day, 293-9761
night.
96 Beretta Z26, 100k,
$2,500 080 2939948
1995 Toyota Corolla,
excellent gas mileage,
good condition, 4
cylinder, 135k, $1,800
firm. (270)293-6572
after 5pm

to

Own

SARATOGA II. New
brick home. 4814. 31f2BA. LR, DR
Kitchen, Sun-room, tile
lardwood. 3.250-sq
f1 4349.000 293-2582

Gnzzty Yamaha
689. automatic, 4wheel drive differential
lock, electronic display,
miles, 24hrs
115

14.800

()so.

(270)293-3264

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

vans
2000 Dodge Grand
Caravan
Sport.
138,000 miles, $4,500.
270-489-2038

2005 Ford F-150. 4X4
loaded, 17,300 miles
excellent ocindleon
KBB $21,400. Asking
$19,600. Call 7534895 or 293-8944
1991 Mazda
s2200 pick-up, extended cab, automatic.
139k, needs motor
work, best offer.
(270)759-3443 after
5prn
89 Ranger 4x4, 5 sp.
w131- tires. 6 lift kit.
$1.800 OBO.
(270)873-2385
1990 F-350 with 12'
cargo van.
7 3 Diesel Auto.
New tires
$3495
PH: 270.293.3232"

Iltence-d
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manic tiring,
landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1116 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753•1915

Hill Electric
'99 Lexus RX300
Silverigray. four wheel
drive, seisseniat

Great condition.
19.800.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869
'05 Equinox, $9,999
'04
Rendezvous.$9,899
'99 Chevy Z-71.
$7,200
'99 Blazer $4,900

'00 Explorer $4,900
'02 Montana $5,800
'04 Mamma SL
S12.700
'02 Taurus SES
$5,700
'05 Attima 2 5S $8,500
G&K (270)705-5973
Anytime
clIcifletarSky.com

'03 Ford Escape
98.000 miles. sunroof.
eirictnc iockshiindows.
leather Excellent condition 17.800. 270293-3817

Call us we will be glad to help
'.' —ay Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Since 1986

24 noun sanviat
Rex.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured

All iotss - big or small

753-9562
270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S

Carpentry
Handyman Work Free

estimates
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
funk & tree work
A-1 Slump Removal
Fully insured. 4373044.
Al Joe's Mower repair.

•Floonng *Decks
-Vinyl siding •411
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
LicensecOnsured
nadeauconstrucoon net
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free OSLImates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

270-293-5624
FUTRELL:S Tree
SWAP)
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
Additions/Decks
Floors, Water Damage,
Doors, Windows,
Rooting.
All
Mobil*
Horne
Repair
Brick, block.
We're not a handyman.
Insured.
759-4704 or 976-2391

\
310 1 sr RI 121N
753-8087

JOBS

753-414 • 2.1-•51141
ROOFING Free estimate. (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

LAWN care for
Mayfield side of
Calloway County.
Reeves Lawn Care
(270)247-6100 leave
message

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

wam Decagon Roors
Owes & ROO/Jaws
Rerrioaping &Pkeiting
Dew Casement, Ckibtlet
NI Do Insurance woo
I likiaKeril Amos°

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

THE
Murray
Ledger & Times
considers
its
sources reliable.
but inaccuracies do
occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although

persons and companies mentioned .
herein are believed •
to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

& Times, nor any of
Its
employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever
for their actrvities.

FREE to a good
home 2 miniature
horses. Must stay
together 435-4777 -

Determine what test you need to find cancer
early with the Great American Health Check

The
American
Cancer
Society is kicking off a healthy
New Year with the Great
American Health Check by urging Americans to remember one
important message: getting the
appropriate cancer screening
tests that can detect the disease
at its earliest, most treatable
stage can save lives. The Great
American Health Check focuses
on the importance of prevention
and early detection by helping
consumers understand what cancer tests are right for them and
how to adopt healthy lifestyle
behaviors throughout the year
that may reduce their risk of the
The Great American Health
Check consists of an online
health
tool
available
at
ww w.cancer.org/greatamericans, where users can access a
personalized guide on which
cancer screening tests are appropriate, as well as healthy behavior recommendations based on
their responses. Easy-to-use and
confidential, this interactive
online tool allows users to tamer
age. gender, height, weight,
dietary habits, physical activity
levels, and alcohol and tobacco
use for themselves or a loved
one. The tool in turn provides
recommendations for diet, physical activity, and tobacco cessa-

tion to help lower a person's risk
for certain cancers, and the
resulting health action plan that
is created can be shared with
one's doctor.
According
to
Cancer
Prevention and Early Detection
Facts & Figures 2007, much of
the suffering and death from
cancer could be prevented by
more systematic efforts to
reduce tobacco use, improve
diet and physical activity, and
expand the use of established
screening tests. At least 50 percent of more than 500,000 cancer deaths in the U.S. in 2007
can be attributed to poor diet,
physical inactivity, exposure to
tobacco products, and lack of
regular cancer screening tests.
"We know that prevention
and early detection works in
reducing deaths from cancer,
and the good news is that individuals can use this knowledge
to help reduce their cancer risk,"
said Angie Hutching, R.N.,
Mission Delivery Chair for
Relay For Life of Calloway
Countr— 1̀The Great American
Health Check gives people the
opportunity to take charge of
their health, including making
lifestyle changes that can make a
big difference and possibly
reduce their risk of cancer and
other diseases."

Although inherited genes do
influence cancer risk, behavioral
factors such as cigarette smoking, certain dietary patterns,
physical activity, and weight
control can substantially affect
the risk of developing cancer.
There is strong scientific evidence that healthy dietary patterns such as eating five or more
servings of vegetables and fruits
each day, in combination with
regular physical activity, are
needed to maintain a healthy
body weight and reduce cancer
risk.
In addition, screening can
detect cancers of the breast,
colon, rectum, cervix, prostate,
oral cavity and skin at early
stages, when treatment is more
likely
to be successful.
Furthermore, tests for cervical
and colorectal cancer may detect
changes in cells before they
become cancerous. The fiveyear survival rate for cancers
that can be prevented or detected earlier by screening is about
86 percent, a percentage which
reflects real reductions in cancer
deaths as well as earlier diagnosis because of screening.
The Great American Health
Check is part of the American
Cancer Society Great American
Health Challenge, a year-round
initiative
that
encourages

Americans to adopt healthy
lifestyles to reduce their risk .of
cancer. More information on The
Great
American
Health
Challenge is available at
w w w.cancer.org/greatamericana
or by calling 1-800-ACS-2345.
The
American
Cancer
Society is dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health
problem by saving lives, diminishing suffering and preventing
cancer through research, education, advocacy and service.
Founded in 1913 and with
national headquarters in Atlanta,
the Society has 13 regional
Divisions and local offices in
3,400 communities, involving
millions of volunteers across the
United States. For more information anytime, call toll free'
800-ACS-2345
or
visit.
.•
www.cancer.org.
On May 2, Calloway
Callow'
Countians
will
Celebrate,
Remember. Fightback!!! at .the
12th Relay For Life of Calloway
County at Stewart Stadium on.
the Murray State Univertnity:
campus. Proceeds from Asia".
For Life fund the efforts bitthe'.
American Cancer Society to
eliminate cancer. To volunteer,
or for more information, contact'
Relay For Life Chair Tracy
McKinney at 753-3500 or mckinney@ murray-ky.net.

Audience to be jurors at MSU workshop
Brett Sokolow, president of
the National Center for Higher
Education Risk Management
(NCHERM), will be visiting
Murray State University on
Wednesday. March 5, to provide
a workshop on "Drunk Sex or
Date Rape: Can you Tell the
Difference?" in conjunction
with Kentucky's Sexual Assault
Awareness Month. The workshop will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
Wrather
West
Kentucky
Museum, located on campus.
The workshop is an interactive program of a real court case
that allows the audience to
become the jurors. MSU stu-

dents, faculty and staff are
encouraged to attend, as well as
community members.
NCHERM is a national multidisciplinary risk management
consultant firm that provides
specialized consulting, seminars. training and publications
on sexual assault and harassment, judicial affairs and training, suicide and psychological
distress, hazing, problem drinking and drugs, and campus safety and security.
Sokolow serves as outside
counsel and adviser to nine colleges. He
a graduate of the

College of William and Mary
(1993)and Villanova University
School of Law (1997). He is a
specialist in campus safety,
security, and high-risk student
health and safety issues.
NCHERM has provided services to more than 450 college
and university clients, including
programs for campus and school
district administrators, faculty
and staff training, sexual assault
and Title IX case management,
risk management for fraternities
and sororities, workshops and
seminars.
In addition to his consulting

activities, Sokolow has also provided awareness and education
programs for students at more
than 1,400 college, high schools
and
military
institutions..
Through NCHERM, Sokolow.
has published numerous books
and articles on student affairs
and risk management topics, and
provides expert witness services
and lobbying efforts for campus
crime and sexual assault-related
legislation.
Sokolow is a member of
national and international organizations and boards related to
campus legal issues and security.

a temper tantrum worth the end
results? Tonight: Check in with

feelings so that others might
hear. Start practicing now.
Tonight: Easy does it.

Tonight: Curb possessiveness.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Though certain friends'
or loved ones might be touchy,
know that you can deal with their

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, March I, 2008:
Your drive soars and evolves to
become your path to success thi
year. Even in the face of *no.
you find another end to the same
results. Your creativity keeps
bubbling forth. Others start to
tap into this gift, hoping you can
help them realize a long-cherished desire. Make a wish list,
and go after one or two of your
goals. Don't underestimate your
creativity and ability to manifest. If you are single and you're
ready to give up that status, you
could meet that special, longfantasized-about person. If you
are attached, at times romance
blends with disagreements. Be
careful, and be aware, as there
could be a new addition if you're
at the right age. CAPRICORN
understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:

Tune-up specials
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Others make demands.
and even if you are taking off.
ALL Carpentry
Horne & Mobile Home you could feel like work. burdens
repair,
additions and responsibilities keep dropdecks 227-0587, 753- ping on you. The Ram could see
red as a result. In the long run, is
0353
Free pica-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2967

759-1151 • 293-2733
293-2734

Construction

disease.

'up to 300 sq. ft

Bath
town
racy

°NJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd sobs
you 0001 have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks,
293-5438

011arse

David's
Hose
Improvement

•noddy &
kxsII,ussucdioperated

NADEAU $

1998 Ford Explorer, 2Or sport, V-6, clean,
everything works,
213,000 miles, $3,200
060 (731)247-5225

tte heat your home ii ij

DAVIS Handyworks
'No Job too Smair
Small home repairs
roofing
decks,
garages siding, windows, and
doors
Insured
759-4418
227-9484

ME

licli
port UM/ Wilds'

(270) 978-2111

ck!
1
lot

BEECHER'S
Handyman
Service
Odd sobs. Free estimates (270)762-0910

Cabinet-rt.) for The Heart Of Your Home...

0

JO.

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE A PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ISCIONINIIIIIar
an older friend or relative.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Learning to take an
overview would be a great asset
You might get wound up in others' stories. Listen but also trust
that there could be more going
on than lust what you see.

Remain loose and easy. Be willing to discuss a change. Tonight:
Take off and choose a different
type of escape.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Deal with a partner directly. even if it might be uncomfortable. You know much more than
you
realize: Understanding
comes out of another's anger.
Though you might be ill at ease.
listen. Tonight: A long-overdue
talk.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your temper could cause
a problem with more than one
person You have been holding
on to some strong feelings.
Could they be exploding inappropriately? Let others do their
thing and see how they feel,
without protecting. Tonight:
Reach out for a car" tain pal.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Even if you would like to

be footloose and fancy tree, it
appears that a protect Or responsibility could draw you in. Anger
or frustration easily might be
bubbling forth. Express your

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Siipt. 22)
***** Though anger could
result from a friendship, somehow you use it to make another
relationship better. Consider
charging this energy into a hard
game of racquetball or into a pillow fight. Tonight: Have tun and
relax.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Pressure builds, and you
might start acting like Mount
Vesuvius. You are experiencing
tension and perhaps anger. How
much of those feelings are
caused by your own ludgment of
what you should or need to do?
Tonight: Consider cocooning
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
** You might feel powerless to
put a halt to some difficutt feelings. unanticipated reactions
and/or a change of plans. Be
willing to walk to your own drummer. You will be much happier
rather than reacting to others
Tonight: Visit with favorite peo-

issues without impacting your
mood. Look at what might be
going on on a more profound
level in order to discover the
right path. Tonight: Your first
choice.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fob. 18)
*** Much might be going on in
your mind. It might be wise not to
express those thoughts. as others could react. Get some exercise, giving up the leisurely sport
of couch potato or even reading
a good book. Tonight: Vanish, it
you want. Others wonder what's
up.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** If you don't get where
you want to be one way, you can
be sure you will try another path.
You act like a fountain of endless
ideas Your drive to create and
enjoy peaks. Surround yourself
with Mends. Tonight. Throw a
spontaneous party.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. BORN TODAY
21)
Composer Frederic Chopin
*** If you are noticing that a (1810). singer. actor Harry
steady stream of funds running Belafonte (1927), actor Ron
out of your wallet is becoming a Howard (1954)
•••
river, stop. See what is motivating this spending. Also verify that Jacquelin* Blgar Is on the
all your spending on credit Internet at http://www.lacquecards, etc is really yours. Ilnebiger.com.

,g00.10.41.•••.0100....
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LookingBack
le years ago
Published is a picture of Scott
Futrell checking the level of fertilizer for a field of wheat he was
top dressing earlier this week for
a fanner on Norsworthy Road.
'Die photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Marshall County Lady Marshals WOG 72-64 over Murray Lady
Tigers to become champions of
the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament High scorers were Lineberry for Marshall
and Jeanne Maddox for Murray
Murray State University Racers won 84-63 over Tennessee
Tech Golden Eagles in the Ohio
Valley Conference Basketball Tournament. Chad 'Townsend was high
scorer for the Racers.
Births reported include a girl
to Brandi and Ban ('rum. Feb
24.
20 years ago
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakcrs won 70-61 and
Lady Laker% won 71-48 over teams
from Hickman County with high
scorers for the Lakers being Stubblefield and Garland; Murray Tigers
won 50-49 and Lady Tigers lost
63-45 with teams from Fulton City
with high scorers for the Tigers
being Jim Hombuckle and Jennifer Parker.
Murray State University Racers won 80-75 and Lady Racers
lost 81-79 in basketball games
with Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles
with high scorers for Murray being
Jeff Martin and Sheila Smith.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Firefighters from Murray Fire Department, assisted by members of Calloway County Fire-Rescue using
the city's ladder truck to contain
a fire in Hester Hall on the Murray State University campus on Feb.
27. Fire damage was limited to
one room of the dormitory, but
smoke and water damage was

extensive. The photo was by Staff
Pbotogsapber Gabe McCutchen,
Martha Ails of Murray has been
installed as president of the national chapter or fireed-liardeman College Association, Henderson. Tenn.
40 years ago
Aviation Anti Submarine Warfare Techrucian Airman Blame
Done[son, USN.. was graduated
from the technical course at the
Naval Air Technical Training Center, Memphis, Tenn. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Buel Donebon
of Murray.
James L Johnson. executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, was speaker at a
meeting of the Murray Lions Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house He was introduced by Lion
Codie C'ald well.
50 years ago
Pfc. J.P. Walker is participating with his unit in the annual
finng tests of NUYKE-AJAX guided missiles at Red Canyon, N.M.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers lost 71-47 to South
Marshall Rebels with high scorers being Pugh for Tigers and Mathis for Rebels; Lynn Grove Wildcats won 63-60 over Murray Training Colts with high scorers being
Warren for Wildcats and Rogers
for Colts; Almo Warriors lost 6947 to Fancy Farm Gophers with
high scorers being Ted Lovett for
Warriors and Dalton for Gophers.
60 years ago
Col. Wayne Pickels of Murray
has been named chairman of the
annual Easter Seal Appeal for
Crippled Children of Calloway
County for 1958.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs Wendell Herndon. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Donelson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Norwood, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
(71arence Eldridge.

TodayinHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Feb. 29, the
60th day of 2008. There are 306
days left in the year. This is Leap
Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 29. 1968, President
Lyndon B. Johnson's National
Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders (also known as the Kerner Commission) warned that racism
was causing America to move
"toward two societies, one black,
one white — separate and unequal."
IF 1 Nif
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On this date:
In 1504. Christopher Columbus, stranded in Jamaica during
his fourth voyage to the West,
used a correctly predicted lunar
eclipse io frighten hostile natives
into providing food for his crew.
In 1904, President Theodore
Roosevelt appointed a seven-member commission to facilitate completion of the Panama Canal.
In 1908, the artist known as
Balthus was born in Pans.
In 1940. "Gone with the Wind"
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How to view
BMI in elderly

Girl's poem urges restraint
before rushing to judgment
She loved dearly
DEAR ABBY: I am a I2Or if her parents are getyear-old freshman at an allgirls school. Prior to this I ting a divorce
Or fighting over nothing.
was in the public school sysDon't judge
tem. Today I was thinking
Don't judge someone who's
about my expenences in both
systems of schools, which different.
He's probably one of the
inspired me to write the following nicest people you'll know.
Or the funniest.
poem. You
Or the smartest.
can print it
Take the time to get to
if you like.
Per - know people.
Walk with them.
haps it will
Run with them.
a
strike
Share their triumphs and
chord with
educators their sorrows.
Maybe they don't dance
stuand
dents. through life
As you thought.
it
Maybe
Don't judge.
won't. But I
By Abigail
to
wanted
Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a stayget my feelings out on this subject and at-home mom of an active 3help to stop unfair judgment. year-old boy, with another on
LEALIA XIONG, GUIL- the way. Before my son,
"Chad," was born, my husFORD, CONN.
band and I took in a loving
I'm
LEALIA:
DEAR
yellow Labrador, "Sparky*
pleased to share your poem
and the important message it (now 8), who had been negso succinctly conveys. You have lected.
While I love Sparky very
tremendous insight for one so
much, he is just too much
young, and talent as well.
work for me because he is so
DON'T JUDGE
Don't judge people you hard- needy. He often becomes nervous and "stuck in certain rooms
ly know.
You don't know what their and must be physically coaxed
into the next room. His anxday has been like.
You don't know what their iety causes him to bark uncontrollably at cars, people walklife has been like.
ing by, etc. He is absolutely
Don't judge.
Don't judge someone who out of control when someone
comes to the door. He has
seems
damaged our home, wakes us
As if she's overreacting.
You don't know if she's lost up when we're sleeping, wants
to go in and out all day, and
someone
is constantly underfoot. Our
efforts to train Sparky have
failed, and I'm simply out of
won eight Academy Awards, patience.
including best picture of 1939.
The trouble is, my husband
In 1968, the discovery of the
has no sympathy for the diffirst pulsar, a star which emits
ficulty this causes me when
was
waves,
radio
regular
I'm home during the day, and
announced by Dr. Jocelyn Bell
he refuses to discuss alternaBurnell in Cambridge, England.
In 1968, at the Grammy Awards, tive options. I don't know what
to do and have overwhelming
the 5th Dimension's "Up, Up and
feelings of guilt. I find myself
Away" won record of the year
for 1967, while album of the year
actually looking forward to the
honors went to The Beatles for
day when Sparky dies so that
"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
I can be relieved of this burBand."
den. Please help. -- DOG
TIRED, PALIIYRA, N.Y.

fat

-Dear Abby
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DEAR DOG TIRED: The
problems you described are
not your dog's fault. Many rescue animals have "issues" not
unlike Sparky's. You need to
talk to your vet about this,
and also a professional dog
trainer. If that doesn't resolve
your problem, then contact the
rescue group that placed Sparky
with you so they can find him
another home,
000
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
lady in her 90th year and hope
you can answer a pertinent question Until my 70s, I was a
respectable 5 feet 6 inches. Now
I am 1-1/2 inches shorter. When
checking height charts for healthy
weight, which
height do 1
usc'? At 150
pounds, I am
the
below
BMI of 25 if
higher
the
height is used.
I am just
above the 25
mark if the
lower height
is used. I
By
know that life
Dr. Peter Gott
is not fair, but
should I be considered overweight
at 90 when I was OK at 70?
DEAR READER: At 90, you
needn't be worried about your
weight or Body Mass Index. Your
weight and BMI are essentially normal and should not be a concern
to either you or your physician.
As we age, most of us shrink
and gain some weight. This is
usually normal. 1 would be concerned only if your loss of height
were coupled with back pain or
increased fractures (signs of osteoporosis) or if your weight changed
drastically. (Weight loss could signify cancer or malnutrition: gain
may mean edema or heart failure.)
BMI is calculated from a person's height and weight. It is considered a reliable indicator of body
fatness yet does not measure it
directly. BMI is one of several
tools used to identify possible
weight problems for adults. It can-

Dr. Gott

not be used as a diagnostic tool,
however. Well-muscled and highly trained athletes, for example,
may have a high BM.11 but low
body fat_ This is because the test
does not distinguish between fat
and muscle, only weight-to-height
ratios.
There are four categories:
underweight (BMI under 18.5),
normal (18.5 to 24.9), overweight
(25.0 to 29.9) and obese (30.0
and up). To put this in perspective, someone who is 5 feet 9
inches can have a weight range
of 125 pounds to 168 pounds
with BM15 ranging from 18.5 to
24.9. With respect to amount of
body fat, it varies by age and
gender. Men and women with the
same BMI often have different
amounts of body fat because
women tend to have more fat
than do men. This is also true
for older people, who generally
have increased amounts of fat
over that of younger people.
It is important to remember
that BMI alone is not enough to
assess health risks. It must be
used in conjunction with other
tools, such as waist circumference. Other risk factors must come
into play, such as smoking, inactivity, hypertension or high cholesterol.
Many people over the age of
80 can safely ignore most of the
"rules" of good health. Mildly
elevated cholesterol levels and
blood pressures are common and
generally inconsequential. In those
younger, however, preventive medicine is always the best medicine.
Take care of your health while
you're young so you can enjoy
it when you're old.

COMNICtilridgo
You are the dealer, both sides vul- Partner then goes on or not, dependnerable, and have opened One heart. ing on whether he is on the high or
Partner responds One Notrump. low side of his original response.
3. Four hearts. Game in hearts is
What would you now bid with each
likely to be made once partner has
of the following five hands?
kept the bidding open. Responder
1.•AQ2•Q10753•AK7•62
needs little more than one or two key
2.•A163•AK942•KQ•12
cards for 10 tricks to be made. The
3.•AK•AQ1953•8 +A942
important thing to avoid is a jump to
4.* - 10.198643•AK15 AJ6
5.•—•AKJ76•KQ84•KQ52 only three hearts, which is merely.
•••
invitational and not forcing. Three
I. Pass. Before discussing your clubs (forcing) is a reasonable alterrebid, it might be best to consider native rebid.
4. Two diamonds. Game is
what is indicated by partner's
unlikely unless partner can v oluntarnotrump response. Partner will normally bake sx to..10.points in high ily support hearts, If he passes two
cards and lack of support for hearts. diamonds, indicating a relatively
Partner also denies holding four poor hand and lack of heart support,
the chances arc that it is the best final
spades, and may not have balanced
contract. You should have no qualms
distribution.
Once the meaning of the notrump about mentioning diamonds in prefresponse is understood, it becomes erence to rebidding your weak sixcard bean suit. Partner should be
unlikely that there can be a game in
the combined hands, since they can- given a voice in the matter of selecting the best playable trump suit.
not contain the 26 points usually
5. Three diamonds. The jumprequired for game. As there is no reason to believe that the partscore will shill forces partner to speak again
play better ii, a suit contract, you and commits the partnership to
game. Since he did not bid one spade
should pass.
2. Two notrump. If partner has over one heart_ he is bound to have
satisfactory trump support for at least
eight, nine or 10 points, there are
enough points in the combined hands one of your three suits.
You plan to show all three suits, if
for game, so you extend an invitation
to him to carry on to three notrump. necessary. Whichever one partner
The two-notrump rebid in this eventually supports will become the
sequence shows 16 to 18 points. trump suit.
Tomorrow: Vanishing act.
crow ktng Featurrs S,ndwate

Crosswords
ACROSS
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NOW LOOK PERE ../1/51
BECAUSE YOVRE MY OLDER
5l5TEI DOESN'T MEAN NAT
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1 Romance
4 "Cope Book"
aunt
8 Destiny
12 Poultry product
13 Bearing
14 Borochn prince
15 Skiers turn
17 A few
18 Like
pomegranates
19 Apiece
21 Ego ending
23 Above and
beyond
(2 wds )
27 Now. to Caesar
30 Non-flying buds
33 Wheel buy
(2 wds
34 0 E D part
35 Prez after
Jimmy
36 Also starring
37 "Cheers' bar
owner
38 Like the Piper

39 Pupil's place
40 Yukon
transport
42 Not even
44 Like a fox
47 Absolute
51 Elegant spread
54 Surpassed
56 Black-hearted
57 Skip past
58 Yes
59 Alliance basis
60 Countless
61 Family man
DOWN
Dampens
Ess molding
Stare rudely
Television
awards
5 Narrow inlet
6 Pierre s parent
7 'Puppy Love"
composer
8 Suspicious
9 Way back
when
1
2
3
4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
KOJA13
XENON
DEBFMNA
REFLEX
11113
AR I
DEM
AR
SET
DEMUR
YIP
PEES
NE11/3
SEAL
YEARNS
RYES
DRY
RIG
COLA
VIOLET
NOB
VARY
RAZE
MAW
ICK
ATOLL
LE
ARR
EEL
CA
MEEPER
ENERGY
SAGAS
STENO
2-29 02006 Untied Feature Syndicate Inc
10 Brokaw of the
news
11 Previous to
16 Kings
command
20 ABC oval

10
MEM MEMO
MO=
m•
MINI
MIIMMEMME MEM
MIME IMAM
AMMAN
MEM
Add' MAME MEM
MOM MEM MEM
ME MEM MEM
AM
MEM
Mad =Add
MAME MIMAMEMEM
MEM ME= MU
WM= MEM MINI

22 Garr
of "Tootsue"
24 Blond
25 Not "pro"
26 Gridiron
shouts
27 Monsters loch
28 Europe-Asia
range
29 Point the finger at
31 A Stooge
32 Loosen
36 AAA Of EEE
38 Frat letter
41 Resided
43 Gnmy
45 Fabric weaving apparatus
46 City in Arizona
48 Insect eater
49 "Watermark'
chanteuse
50 Cattail
51 Kind of rally
52 MTV prize
53 Twitch
55 Bronze
component

